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Quarterly Report
January-March 2018

THIS IS A LISTING OF MAJOR PROBLEMS AND NEEDS WITHIN THE WAGA-TV SERVICE AREA AND 
A SAMPLING OF THE NEWS PROGRAMS DIRECTED TO THESE ISSUES IN THE PRECEDING THREE 
MONTHS.

Description of Typical and Illustrative Programs

GOOD DAY ATLANTA: “GDA” is a daily program with local and national news, as well as interviews 
that address topical issues and the people affected by them.  
(Monday-Friday 4:30-10:00am, and Saturday-Sunday 6:00-8:30am)

FOX5 NEWS: In-depth local and national news.  
(Monday-Friday 12:00N-1:00pm; 5:00-6:00pm; and 11:00-11:30pm; 
Sunday, 11:00-11:30pm; and, 
Monday-Sunday, 6:00-7:00pm and 10:00-11:00pm)

Wednesday’s Child: The goal of this project is to give difficult-to-adopt children 
a fighting chance.  The Wednesday's Child program is nationally known and 
nationally successful in placing children in need of homes.   FOX5 News is now 
taking part in that success with a series of stories, benefiting the kids and the 
community.

The Georgia Gang: This show is Atlanta’s longest running public affairs 
program airing Sundays at 8:30a.m. (repeating at 11:30p.m.)  The weekly half-
hour program, hosted by Dick Williams, includes a panel discussion of a variety 
of timely topics and provides a forum for state and local issues.
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EDUCATION

1/1/18 9a 3:00
Lisa Washington (Food Network show contestant) is in to teach some easy ways to prepare some New Year’s Day 
favorites.

1/5/18 9a 3:10
Pike Nursery segment on help building the perfect indoor garden during the winter months

1/12/18 9a 2:20
Pike Nursery expert Kara Zieglar talks about easy ways to refresh your garden---with the freezing weather in our 
area—your landscape may need some special attention

1/19/18 9a 3:10
Pike Nursery segment about plants for attracting birds

1/26/18 9a 2:55
Pike Nursery segment about landscaping around your mailbox

1/31/18 7a & 9a 2:45
How to quite your job. Believe it or not there is a right way to do this---if your New Year’s resolution is to get a new 
job-----we have some basic do’s and don’t’s

2/1/18 5a & 7a 2:40
Surviving domestic violence---we meet a woman who survived…and thrived as we learn about the Haven of Light 
program designed for domestic violence victims

2/2/18 9a 2:10
Pike Nursery segment—this time on Soil basics 101---as we near the end of winter and move toward spring planting

2/7/18 5p/6p 4:20
The flu epidemic continues to hit Georgia hard. The virus is at peak levels in our state right now. And a lot of kids 
are sick. One school district is so concerned about children getting the flu that it's brought in a mobile pediatrician. 
She's treating sick kids -- and making sure healthy kids don't get the virus. 

2/9/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 7:25
A mom wants her daughter's kindergarten teacher arrested. She says the teacher dragged her child by the arm to 
move her from one room to another. It happened this week at Van Wert elementary school in Rockmart. The school 
says they've removed the teacher from the classroom. But the girl's mom says they need to do more.

2/9/18 9a 3:05
Pike Nursery segment---it may be winter but don’t neglect your roses---we have some tips for caring during off 
season

2/12/18 5p/6p/10p 7:05
Thieves targeting the city's college students could get more than they bargained for, should they encounter one 
group of young people. We're talking about a student-run gun club -- called the Marksmanship club -- that's 
recruiting members on the Georgia Tech campus. It’s an organization that started as a social club. 

2/12/18 10p/11p 4:40
University of Georgia police are trying to unravel a computer hacking case that's landed one student in jail so far.
It's unclear if others are involved -- but UGA says 21 year old michael lamon williams faces 80 computer related 
charges for hacking into an assistant professors account to change his grades.
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2/13/18 5p/6p/10p 6:55
Instead of going to class -- students from Clayton County public schools got on a bus -- and went to Delta Airlines 
headquarters.  They're protesting house bill 821. Clayton county schools say the bill would keep the district from 
collecting taxes on 'plane fuel' sold at Hartsfield Jackson international airport. It would cost 18-20 million dollars a 
year.

2/13/18 5p/6p 5:15
Grief counselors are at a DeKalb county high school today helping students and staff cope with the loss of a student 
who died from the flu. Miguel Martinez was a student at cross keys high school. The 15-year-old died over the 
weekend after being sick with the virus for a few days. Last month -- a 15-year-old girl from Coweta County died 
from the flu. 'kira molena' passed away just days after contracting an aggressive form of the flu. Because of these 
deaths -- and the number of kids getting sick, schools are working to make sure the virus doesn't spread. 
At Wesley International Academy in Atlanta   workers and students sanitized classrooms.

2/15/18 5p/6p 4:30
The school shooting obviously has parents all over the country concerned about their children's safety.
Today -- we spoke to several metro Atlanta school districts to find out how they're protecting your children.

2/16/18 6p 3:35
A woman says her 13 year old daughter had to spend the night in the hospital after a violent assault in a middle 
school classroom. She says it happened yesterday at Price middle school. Late this afternoon we heard from Atlanta 
public school officials who say they will file charges in this case.

2/16/18 10p 2:30
There are panicked parents across the state tonight. About a dozen schools were put on lockdown after learning of 
threats with students and teachers as targets. In many cases, threats were posted on social media... And in some 
cases, arrests were made.  In Sandy Springs, a middle school boy faces charges. 

2/16/18 10p 2:35
Frightening video shows the moment Hall county deputies and officers approached a school bus with their guns 
drawn. They boarded the bus this afternoon after a 16-year-old boy reportedly said he had a gun.

2/16/18 9a 3:25
Pike Nursery segment---Do it yourself mini gardens for the winter months

2/19/18 5a & 7a 3:40
It’s the 73rd anniversary of Iwo Jima and we profile 94 year old Eugene Peterson who fought the battle

2/20/18 6p/11p 3:25
It's a last resort option for the Floyd county school district- but it's something they discussed at today's board 
meeting...arming teachers in the classroom. One board member says they want to find other ways first to keep their 
kids safe at school.

2/23/18 9a 3:15
Pike Nursery segment takes a closer look at growing orchids

2/26/18 8a & 9a 4:30
Rockwell Dance Academy in Acworth offers a whole new twist on dancing, working out and fund: it’s a 
breakdancing studio

2/27/18 5p/6p/11p 5:20
A strong statement from the principal of a Gwinnett county high school, after a group of his students tried to point 
the finger at a classmate for a threat against the school. Only, the threat wasn't real. But the principal says the trouble 
those students are now in ...*is* very real.
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2/27/18 5p/6p 4:15
Additional police officers were on the campus of a Gwinnett County school after a threat on social media. 
The threat against Grayson high school was made on snap chat. Police are now investigating the threat.

2/28/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 8:50
Shocking behavior at a Gwinnett county school -- students having sex in the middle of the school day. School 
officials tell us the students skipped class at archer high and went to a secluded area of the school. Another student 
shot video and sent it to classmates. Two of those students now face charges?

3/01/18 10p/11p 3:10
Demanding gun reform and safer schools, students across the country are planning walkouts march 14th.  Some 
metro-Atlanta school districts support the students' rights to make their opinions known... But not all of them. 
Cobb school district officials say they don't want the students to walk out.

3/2/18 9a 3:15
Pike Nursery segment on do it yourself Spring baskets

3/5/18 5a & 7a 3:15
Shiloh HS pharmaceutical tech program: this high school ushered in its newest academic building----a CVS mock 
pharmacy lab that works with the company to train future Pharm Techs---it’s a hand-on training, on-the-job 
instruction to help broaden students’ horizons in the pharmaceutical field

3/5/18 7a & 9a 2:45
Student loan report---this survey crunched the numbers on 2017 and find that most student complained about the 
Navient company. Now the Washington State AG has filed a suit against the company for allegedly engaging in 
subprime lending with borrowers they knew were like to default. The survey was also critical of AES/HHEAA

3/6/18 10/11p 4:15
School safety was at the heart of a community meeting in Fulton county tonight. This evening, dozens of parents 
attended a "safety summit" with Fulton county school leaders—who said keeping campuses safe is everyone's 
responsibility.

3/7/18 7a & 9a 3:20
In a Call For Action story-----we help a bride find her wedding dress that has been misplaced by a specialty cleaner

3/9/18 9a 3:00
Pike Nursery expert talks about growing berries on your patio

3/9/18 5p 2:00
A DeKalb county mother wants answers after she says her special needs son came home with scratches, bruises and 
ripped pants. Monica Perdew's son is 11 years old, has Autism and is primarily non-verbal. She believes the DeKalb 
county school has covered up what really happened. Fox5's Aungelique Proctor looked into this allegation of abuse, 
and got a response from the district. 

3/13/18 5/6/10/11p 8:50
Tomorrow, students across the country will walk-out of class for 17 minutes in honor of the 17 students killed in the 
Florida high school shooting one month ago. Thousands of students here in Georgia wiill participate -- and many 
school districts are supportive. Fulton county schools will change their schedules to allow students to show suppport 
for Parkland. Clayton County and Marietta city schools will allow students to walkout and demonstrate. And in 
Atlanta -- superintendent Meria Carstarphen even encourages students to participate. 

3/13/18 10/11p 3:40
It's been almost two weeks since a Dalton high school teacher allegedly fired off a gun inside the school. Tonight -- 
the high school hosted what it calls a community listening session. The goal -- to discuss ways the district can 
improve campus safety. Parents talked about their concerns. 
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3/14/18                                      5/6pm 4:15
The rallies are in response to last month's deadly shooting that left 17 people dead in Parkland, Florida. Students all 
across metro Atlanta took part in the 17 minute protests to honor each victim killed at Marjory Stoneman Douglas 
High School on February 14th. Fox 5's Portia Bruner has followed a few of the demonstrations in our area.

3/14/18 7a & 9a 2:50
A follow-up to the Call For Action story on the missing wedding dress---it is FINALLY found!

3/14 – 15/18 10P/6P 12:58
3/28 – 29/18 10P/6P 11:54
School Cops-Following criticism of the school police officer during the Parkland, FL school shooting, the Fox 5 I-
Team decided to take a look at who’s guarding our public school students. We looked at the Peace Officers 
Standards and Training Council records for the officers patrolling the largest metro Atlanta school districts. Most 
departments scored well; one, Clayton County, did not. We take a look at the backgrounds of several police officers 
employed by Clayton and find a variety of mistakes and missteps overlooked when the officers were hired. 
Following our story, one of the officers was fired and several parents raised additional concerns.

3/15/18 8a & 9a 3:40
The annual Science Festival----puts STEM studies under the microscope.  We check in on a series of events 
happening all month long celebrating science and technology all over the city.

3/16/18 9a 2:45
Pike Nursery expert talks about getting your lawn ready for spring

3/16/18 11p 1:55
After the deadly school shooting in Parkland, Florida. Schools across the country are now taking a second look at 
what they're doing to keep students safe. Tonight -- we have a closer look at the technology Cobb County schools 
are now using in case of a threat.  It’s an alert system teachers can use.

3/18/18 5/6/10p 6:10
A community is praising a juvenile court judge who has cracked down on student threats to schools in his county. 
Two accused students who had to face Spalding county juvenile judge ben miller this week were old they have to 
wear ankle monitors, turn over any electronic devices and not use any social media.

3/23/18 9a 3:10
Pike Nursery expert talks about the top five plants for a Georgia landscape in the Spring----“Spring Rush”

3/27/18 8a 3:00
High 5 Teacher Profile #1 Randa Smith is a healthcare science teacher  at Bremen High School

3/29/18 8a 3:30
High 5 Teacher Profile #2  Courtney Whitley is a special education teacher  at Walnut Grove High School in Walton 
County

3/30/18 9a 3:15
Pike Nursery expert talks colorful plants for the spring garden and do it yourself containers

DRUGS & ALCOHOL

1/11/18 5p/6p 3:10
It's not a new idea...But it's certainly not one you would expect from a church. A metro Atlanta pastor has proposed 
that drug users turn in used needles for clean ones at the church. He says a congregation member came to him with 
the idea -- but not everyone is supportive. 
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2/13/18 10p 2:35
His duty is to enforce the law -- But tonight -- a former Hogansville police officer is accused of dealing drugs.
23-year-old Daniel Kemp resigned from the force, after he was arrested earlier this month on marijuana possession 
with the intent to distribute charges. Investigators say they found drugs in kemp's home and in his patrol car.

2/14/18 5p 2:00
Three Peachtree City police officers save a man who overdosed on drugs -- and their body cameras captured the 
entire rescue. He survived because the officers who arrived on the scene were trained and equipped to handle a drug 
overdose. 

2/15/18 5p/6p 3:55
Georgia's opioid crisis is getting worse--that's the report today from Fulton County district attorney Paul Howard. 
The number of overdose deaths in Fulton county dropped slightly last year from the year before. But the number of 
patients saved by Narcan rose dramatically. The d-a's office is now behind a new push to help equip officers who 
respond to overdose emergencies.  

3/7/18                      10/11p 3:55
A new proposal in the city of South Fulton would decriminalize possession of small amounts of marijuana.
That means police would fine people instead of arresting them. Proponents say it would free the city up to tackle 
more serious crimes.

3/07 – 08/18 10P/6P 7:12
3/15 – 16/18 10P/6P 8:06
Trill Treats-A Fairburn man appeared before a judge to face some of the drug charges brought against him by one 
local law enforcement agency. The investigation and arrest of Addae Simmons followed a Fox 5 I-Team undercover 
investigation that exposed Simmons for selling edible marijuana to high school students. Law enforcement 
recovered detailed sales ledgers listing a monthly profit of $5000. Ultimately, Simmons pled guilty to the charges 
against him in Fulton County. He will serve weekends in jail for the next year and 5-years on probation. He faces 
separate charges in Douglas County.

3/14/18 10/11p 4:00
A major drug raid overnight in Marietta. Police seized heroin, meth, and marijuana. And tonight, officers tell us that 
five people are in jail. One more is on the run. 

3/15/18 11p 2:05
It's shocking dash cam video of a crash -- deputies say -- could've resulted in the death of one of their own. 
Fortunately, the Gwinnett County deputy made it without serious injuries. Authorities say the man responsible for 
this was driving drunk and texting at the same time.

3/16/18 7A/9A/12P/5P 22:00
Kratom-Following an FDA claim that an over-the counter herbal supplement called Kratom is essentially an opioid, 
the Fox 5 I-Team looked into Kratom’s impact on the state. Proponents say it is a natural way to manage chronic 
pain or even anxiety, but state and federal officials say it’s dangerous – even deadly. According to the State Medical 
Examiner, there have been 20 Kratom-related deaths in Georgia in the last two years. In this ongoing debate, the one 
thing both sides agree on is that there should be some standards in place to ensure safety. 

RACIAL TENSION/PREJUDICE/DISCRIMINATION

1/4/18 5p/6p 3:00
70 people are hauled off to jail, after police found drugs at a 21st birthday party in Cartersville. Officers charged all 
70 with having less than an ounce of marijuana. But there is confusion is over how many drugs police actually 
found. And now, the NAACP wants answers.
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1/12/18 5p/6p 3:10
As the backlash continues over president Trump’s controversial comments some members of Atlanta’s faith 
community have also spoken out. Religious leaders in our area gathered at Ebenezer Baptist Church to respond to 
Trump’s racially charged language when talking about immigrants from Haiti and African countries. 

1/22/18 5p/6p 3:00
A Georgia State University student withdraws from school following backlash over racist comments she's accused 
of making on social media. This decision comes after Natalia Martinez was suspended from the university soccer 
team over an Instagram post.

1/27/18 10p/11p 2:30
Tonight the doors to a historic Atlanta gay bar remain closed. This after racist comments allegedly made by one of 
its owners started circulating on social media earlier this week. The posts have since been deleted from the 
Burkhart’s owner's facebook page…some of them dating back to 2015 and others are more recent.

2/1/18 5p/6p 3:40
A video that shows Paulding County high school students using a racial slur has parents upset. The five second 
video has gone viral on social media since it was posted. But some parents say it’s part of a larger problem with 
racial bullying in Paulding county schools. 

3/5/18 6p/10p 3:10
Questions and concerns surrounding a course being taught to deputies in barrow county. The Georgia chapter of the 
council on American Islamic relations -- also knows a Cair, along with the ACLU and others calls the subject matter 
false, defamatory and anti-Muslim.

3/6/18 10p 2:30
A threatening message of hate. And it was directed towards the NAACP office in Cobb County.  Tonight the FBI is 
trying to track down who made that call. 

3/12/18 10/11p 4:10
A message of hate, littering sidewalks and lawns in an Atlanta neighborhood -- Flyers, pushing the agenda of a 
white supremacist group. Residents are left in shock after finding the unsettling propaganda right in front of their 
homes. The flyers were found on almost every door in the Candler Park neighborhood.

ECONOMY 

1/3/18 7a & 9a 3:00
I-team consumer reporter has advice to make sure you don’t get scammed when purchasing National Championship 
tickets for the game--- or any other CFP week events.

1/5/18 7a & 9a 2:45
Consumer advice for some New Year’s financial tips---how to save money, keep more money and prepare for the 
year

1/9/18 7a & 9a 2:50
Eating too fast may be more problematic than you think.  Pediatrician Dr. Hansa Bhargava explains why you could 
develop heart problems from eating your meal too quickly. Plus, provides tips on how to teach your kids to eat 
slowly.

1/9/18 8am 3:45
Real Estate expert John Adams stops by to talk about “How to buy a house, even if you have rotten credit”
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1/10/18 9am 3:30
Consumer reporter Steve Noviello is LIVE at the Consumer Electronics Show with the latest deals and gadgets you 
may soon want for yourself or in your home

1/10/18 7a & 9a 2:30
I-Team consumer reporter Dana Fowle shares some financial resolutions you should take into the New Year

1/12/18 7a & 9a 2:25
Housing prices in Atlanta and when might be the best time to sell, buy, lease—or rent that new house

1/15/18 7a & 9a 2:45
Protect your passwords:  In 2018, build a better password. Last year’s worst include: football, letmein, 12345678---
rather than making one single word jumbled like BACONBITS-try B@c)nBlits...make phrases---these are better 
alternatives

1/19/18 7a & 9a 3:15
Western Union Refunds---the FTC has a message about a fast-approaching deadline---if you lost money to 
scammers between Jan. 1, 2004 thru Jan 19, 2017---you can request a refund—but there is a deadline to file by Feb 
12, 2018

1/22/18 7a & 9a 3:00
Holiday debt—let’s get out of it. Amerians racked up an average of $1054 in debt over holidays---if you paid only 
$25 a month it will take you until 2023 to pay it off. Turn credit card rewards into cash—and determine the best pay 
off method

1/23/18 8a 2:40
Real Estate expert John Adams segment about the five (5) critical mistakes renters make again, again & again….

1/24/18 7a & 9a 3:25
Ways to Work out---no, this is not a health topic---but a consumer saving segment. Now that you resolved to get 
into shape this year….what are some helpful, cost-effective ways of doing that? Gym memberships—can get out of 
control----so online groups like Beach Body—where you pay just $99 for t year—but have access to videos and to 
support groups----we explore other APPs and gadgets to meet your goal

1/25/18 9am 2:50
Thrift shopping with a man---many times the shopping for bargains seems to fall on women in the household---we 
flip that notion and go Goodwill hunting with a man

2/2/18 7a & 9a 3:00
Love and Money---money is the number one argument between couples. What to discuss before you get married. 
And we can direct people to a free love and money seminar offered by local credit unions

2/5/18 7a & 9a 2:40
Appliance prices going up----new tariffs will raise the cost of some popular appliances: Samsung and LG among 
others. If these are your favorite brands and you need a washer/dryer, buy it now.  Goldman Sachs says prices could 
be up as much as 20 percent depending on how much is passed along to the consumer

2/6/18 8a 3:50
Real Estate expert John Adams discusses issues surrounding time to file your Georgia property taxes

2/9/18 7a & 9a 2:50
Spring Home Sale----get your home ready to go on the market in the Spring. What you need to do.

mailto:B@c)nBlits...make
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2/12/18 7a & 9a 3:10
Getting the Job----research before your next job interview. Be yourself. Dress for the job. Turn off your cellphone. 
Avoid talking about compensation until you get a firm offer. Practice negotiating with a friend so that you have your 
sales pitch down. Research what others are getting paid who live in your area and have the same skill set.  Bottom 
line-----do your homework when in the market for a new job.

2/14/18 8a 3:00
A new survey by Ramsey Solutions finds out information about how adults do or don’t understand personal finance-
--including everything from financial behaviors & attitudes, as well as how married couples communicate and relate 
about money

2/15/18 9a 3:35
Thrifty Thursday---we profile a couple that met at the Goodwill----then pretty much outfitted and dressed their 
wedding from the Goodwill or other discount outlets

2/16/18 7a & 9a 2:30
529 Plan changes----You can now use that tax-free money set aside for education expenses for private school—and 
other big changes with this plan

2/19/18 7a & 9a 2:40
Tax return fraud-----we have an update on the problem of tax return fraud and how you can prevent it from 
happening

2/20/18 8a 3:55
Real Estate expert John Adams discusses the four (4) reasons you should NEVER buy a timeshare

2/21/18 7a & 9a 2:30
African-American retirement crisis----the wealth gap is growing and African-Americans are getting left behind, this 
includes retirement as well.  We talk to an money manager for eye opening data and possible solutions.

2/26/18 7a & 9a 3:00
Amazon Perks at Whole Foods---just how Amazon’s ownership of Whole Foods might change the food retailer 
know to some as “whole paycheck”.  Wee, if you’re a Prime member at Amazon there will be a financial incentive 
to shop at Whole Foods---we take a closer look for consumers.

2/28/18 7a & 9a 3:15
Picking a tax preparer----do your homework before selecting a tax preparer. Plus because of the tax overhaul, the 
IRS has a new tax withholding calculator that’ll show you whether you’re having too little or too much held back in 
your paycheck.

3/2/18 7a & 9a 3:40
America Saves Week----According to GoBankingRates survey: 35 percent of all  adults in the U.S. have only 
several hundred dollars in their saving accounts and 34 percent have zero savings.  This is the week to change that! 
We talk about the top five places to save money. A money manager tells us about---401ks, GA529, Saver’s Credit, 
HSAs and credit card points.

3/7/18 9a 3:45
Consumer reporter Steve Noviello shows off some of the newest housewares---from water vacuums and outdoor air 
conditioning to pots that boil water faster.

3/7/18 10/11pm                         3:40
Another Atlanta company decides to make a 'major policy change' in the wake of the Parkland, Florida, shooting.  
Kabbage is a small-business lender in midtown. They say they will no longer give loans to companies that sell guns 
and ammunition to buyers under 21.
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3/8/18 10/11p                    4:45
This next story is a remarkable one... and a true example of success and hope. A man who lived on the streets and 
battled a drug addiction for 17 years... Now owns a business on the same street he slept on.

3/9/18 7a & 9a 3:15
0% APR When you look for a credit card, you look for the perks like reards or cash back---but you also want a low 
annual percentage rate.   And while a “0% APR” is appealing---you relay need to know what that means.

3/12/18 7a & 9a 2:15
Watch out for tax scams:  it’s that time of the year…when tax scam calls are up 1200 percent---just so you know the 
area code 470 is documented to be where most of these scams originate---we offer a refresher on why these calls are 
scams

3/14/18 9a 3:30
Consumer reporter Steve Noviello talks about maximizing your Amazon subscriptions----don’t miss out on savings, 
special offers, discounts and freebies.

3/16/18 7a & 9a 2:15
Credit cards: when you look for a credit cards, you look for perks---we take a closer look at the perks and some 
credit advice when using those credit cards

3/21/18 7a & 9a 2:55
How to use your raise at work or unexpected bump in pay wisely

3/21/18 9a 3:30
Super Bowl 53 Business Connect----members of the Atlanta Super Bowl committee to talk about some of their 
programs including Business Connect---and how to become a Volunteer

3/23/18 7a & 9a 2:25
Toys R Us gift cards-----what happens when a company goes out of business and you have a gift card?  We take a 
look at this issue---as more and more retailers are closing brick and mortar stores---or going out of business 
completely.

3/26/18 7a & 9a 3:35
IRS withholding calculator: with the new tax bill, you may be getting more in your paycheck---but is it too much? 
Let’s do the math so you don’t end up owing the IRS when you file your 2018 next year

3/28/18 7a & 9a 3:25
Following the fallout concerning Facebook and data misuse---we take a closer look at privacy. Should you delete 
FB---and disconnect or go another route? We take a closer look

3/28/19 9a 3:00
Toys R Us liquidation sales and getting the best deal on wedding jewelry or a new car---consumer reporter Steve 
Noviello walks us through a couple examples.

3/30/18 7a & 9a 2:30
A financial expert gives us some helpful advice as head out of tax season and look at how to keep , save and 
possibly invest your money----as well as plan for the future

HEALTH/HEATHCARE

1/1/18 9am 3:30
Dr. Ian Smith stops by to share some quick and manageable New Year’s weight loss tips
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1/2/18 7a/9a 3:25
The medical team takes a look at locker room infections.  Germs are making the rounds this time of year and for 
young athletes, locker rooms and gym equipment can harbor some pretty nasty bugs---particularly MRSA

1/2/18 5p 2:20
This time of year, lots of germs are making the rounds. And for young athletes, locker rooms and gym equipment 
can harbor some pretty nasty bugs. They're resistant to some common antibiotics -- and can cause skin infections 
that are hard to treat. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin has a look at what you need to know to protect your 
kids.

1/3/18 5p 2:55
An Atlanta woman has begun 2018 with a new look and a new hope. Gladys White was severely burned as a 
newborn.  And because of scaring -- she grew up largely without hair. The mother of 2 had just about given up hope 
of having a normal head of hair until now. The fox medical team's Beth Galvin has a look at the surgery she hopes 
will change her life.

1/4/18 5p 2:25
Menopause is something most women will experience -- and something many women dread. It can come with some 
challenging symptoms, like hot flashes, and mood swings. The Fox Medical Team's Beth Galvin show us some 
treatments that can help.

1/4/18 7a & 9a 2:45
Menopause: what helps. We speak with a local OB-GYN about the symptoms and the best ways to help women 
cope

1/9/17 5p 2:10
When it comes to how quickly you eat, are you the tortoise or the hare? How you answer that questions may reveal 
some hidden health risks.  Because researchers say speedy-eaters may not be as healthy as those who eat slowly.

1/10/18 10p/11p 3:00
The CDC is warning the flu season has struck early across the country. Here in metro Atlanta -- almost 200 people 
have been taken to the hospital with severe flu symptoms since the season started.

1/11/18 5p/6p 2:35
Every year about three thousand babies are born at Grady memorial hospital. For the last five years, women who 
deliver there have been asked to donate their baby's umbilical cord blood. That blood is often discarded after a baby 
is born -- but it might be lifesaving to a stranger. Thanks to the sponsorship of Grady memorial hospital -- the Fox 
Medical Team's Beth Galvin explains why it is so important.

1/11/18 All Shows 3:00
“Extreme Flu” is hitting pretty much every state----an especially extensive flu season is ramping up---we get the 
latest details from the CDC

1/11/18 7a & 9a 2:50
Cord blood donation---why should mothers consider donating cord blood. Grady Health System experts explains the 
uses and how you can donate

1/12/18 5p 1:10
Fever, chills, achy muscles and all that congestions. It’s no secret, the flu has hit hard here in Georgia and all across 
the country. The Georgia Department of Public Health says four Georgians have died of flu-related complications 
and about 300 people have been hospitalized across the state. 
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1/12/18 5p/6p/10p 4:20
As the number of people suffering from the flu rises, pharmacies have also struggled to keep popular flu meds in 
stock. Many are running low and in some cases running out of the antiviral drugs used to shorten the duration of the 
flu. 

1/16/18 5p/6p/11p 4:30
The CDC sad down with medical professionals to talk about this year’s flu season. Right now, the numbers are high 
with 20 people dying nationwide including 5 deaths here in Georgia. But the CDC says it’s too early to tell whether 
this season will be bigger than usual. 

1/16/18 5p 2:20
The flu has hit Georgia and every other state in the continental U.S. hard. Emergency rooms and urgent cares are 
crowded, but most folks are just trying to ride out the virus at home in bed. We spoke with an expert about how to 
put together an at-home flu survival kit. 

1/16/18 7a & 9a 2:55
 The Fox 5 Med teams has a flu survival kit to help you and your family to get through the flu season

1/17/18 7a & 9a 3:00
New this year—thanks to a new Georgia law---insurance is required to cover hearing aid. In the past they were not 
covered even for children.

1/17/18 5p 3:10
To pro-wrestling fans, Ric Flair is a larger than life figure, known for his swagger and colorful personality. But 
tonight, Flair is talking about a part of his life most fans know nothing about: how decades of so-called “social” 
drinking ended with a health scare last summer that nearly killed him. 

1/17/18 10p 1:30
The flu is spreading quickly through most of the United States and when it comes to prevention, doctors say what 
you think may protect you, may not really do the trick. 

1/18/18 5p 2:05
Right now -- Georgia is being hit hard by the flu -- specifically the H3N2 strain of the virus. And that flu shot you 
got in the fall may not offer you much protection against the virus. So, what can you do if you feel the flu coming 
on? The fox medical team's Beth Galvan went in search of some "natural" flu remedies.

1/18/18 7a & 9a 2:35
That “tough cough” ---what can or should you do to get rid of it---we offer some medical advice

1/22/18 5p 2:55
There was a time in his life Michael Mooney loved taking chances. But the Calhoun, Georgia native toned things 
down after a scare seven years ago landed him in the i-c-u with a handful of broken bones. The fox medical team's 
Beth Galvin is here now with his story.

1/23/18 5p 2:10
Everywhere you go these days, it seems like someone is coughing.  If that *someone* is *you* there's help!
So what can you do to ease that cough? The fox medical team's Beth Galvin has some ideas that might help.

1/23/18 7a & 9a 2:35
How to ease the cough---during this busy cold and flu season

1/24/18 5p 2:45
Detecting Alzheimer’s disease is much like detecting cancer. The earlier you can spot a problem the more treatment 
options a patient living with the disease has. That's why researchers are working to fine tune the screening process 
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for what's known as "mild cognitive impairment." To better identify memory loss that is *not* a normal part of 
aging.

1/25/18 5p 2:20
Losing weight is tricky -- even with willpower and a lot of sweat and hard work. That's because some pretty 
common obstacles can trip us up. The Fox medical team's Beth Galvin has a look at those obstacles -- and how to 
avoid them.

1/25/18 7a & 9a 3:00
Watch out for those diet busters---the stresses, the situations, the foods that will derail your New Year’s resolutions 
to get healthy with better eating and exercise

1/29/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 6:45
The flu has killed more than two dozen people in our state. More than 700 people have been admitted to the hospital 
and many more have made emergency room visits because of the virus. Patients have swamped the emergency room 
at Grady in downtown Atlanta, so it’s opening a state of the art mobile emergency room that can handle 14 patients 
at a time. 

1/29/18 5p/6p 3:30
We’re in the middle of a flu epidemic and children are getting hit hard. In Bartow County, four children have been 
hospitalized after coming down with the virus. Their moms warn, the symptoms move quickly and parents need to 
be vigilant. 

1/30/18 5p 2:40
The flu is now widespread in nearly all 50 states with the exception of Hawaii and Washington, D.C. Hundreds of 
people have been hospitalized in Georgia alone. Grady has opened a mobile, emergency room to deal with the influx 
of patients. 

1/30/18 7a & 9a 3:15
An update on the ongoing flu epidemic, including a tour of the Grady Health System’s flu triage unit they brought in 
to handle the record number of cases presenting at the hospital

1/31/18 5p 3:00
We’re learning more about the Coweta County teenager who lost her life to the flu. Kira Molina died at Children’s 
healthcare of Atlanta at Egleston from what the coroner calls a very aggressive form of flu. He says the virus 
damaged her liver. 

1/31/18 5p 2:05
Parents are understandably worried about this year’s flu season. Children’s healthcare of Atlanta has some tips you 
should remember. One of them being to keep your kids away from sick kids as much as possible and out of school if 
they’re sick. 

1/31/18 5p/6p 4:00
While many of us worry about our kids getting the flu, it’s people over 50 who should really be concerned. 

2/1/18 5p 2:30
When it comes to cold and flu season, we’ve got a nasty one on our hands. The particular strain of flu making many 
people sick, tends to cause more severe symptoms. And the flu shot doesn’t work as well against it. 

2/1/18 7a & 9a 2:45
Fox 5 Med Team offers up some more advice for avoiding the flu---as it continues to be one of the worst flu 
season’s in recent memory

2/2/18 5p 2:35
The flu continues to hit hard. State health officials say 51 Georgians have died from flu complications, including a 
teenager. And more than a thousand have been hospitalized.  The CDC says the number of child flu deaths across 
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the nation has risen to 53. And half of the children who died did *not* have an underlying medical problem prior to 
falling ill. Children's Healthcare of Atlanta is seeing that concern playing out in its three emergency departments and 
urgent care centers. This is the busiest flu season Children's has ever seen. So, Children's is trying to reassure parents 
that most kids can get through the flu at home -- with time, and fluids, and rest. 

2/5/18 5p   3:30
Parents facing a cancer diagnosis, often face lots of hard questions. Like, how do you tell the kids? And how much 
do they need to know?   To help families find their way, DeKalb Medical Center has created a support group for the 
children of cancer patients. It's called the tree house gang.

2/6//18 7a & 9a 2:15
More flu prevention tips as the busy and virulent flu season continues across the country

2/7/18 5p 3:55
Fifteen-year old Zak Ah-quire has grown up with dogs, and he loves them.  But he never imagined that a dog he 
befriended at Children's Healthcare of Atlanta would such a huge part of his life. Zak and Lancelot connect in a 
deeply personal way.    Because they're both on the same medical journey.

2/8/18 7a & 9a 2:45
Publix is introducing its “Next Best Thing to Free” prescription program. You can buy a 90-day supply of certain 
drugs for $7.25. How does it work and does it compare with other grocery pharmacies?

2/12/18 5a & 7a 2:20
A profile of Steven Corbin (a West Virginia man) who fell out of tree stand suffering a debilitating injury. Paralyzed 
from the chest down----he came to Atlanta’s Shepherd Center for rehab—and is making great progress on his road 
to recovery.

2/13/18 7a & 9a 2:45
We all know about the “flu season” ===but did you know that man’s best friend is also dealing with a bug? We take 
a closer look at dog flu

2/14/18 7a & 9a 2:30
New GA legislation includes coverage for child hearing aids---but there remains a gap for senior citizens. We take a 
look at what some of the options might be to get the service/device you may need

2/14/18 5p 3:05
On Valentine's Day, the eternal question:  Flowers or chocolates? Kerrie Poirot isn't giving either to her husband 
Michael. Instead, the Acworth elementary school teacher is taking Valentine’s Day to a whole new level by giving 
him a kidney.

2/15/18 7a & 9a 3:00
How are you dealing with the flu? We take a look at some complications that many patients may be facing

2/20/18 7a & 9a 2:45
Menopause includes many physical and mental challenges for women—including vaginal dryness—we speak with 
and OB-GYN about a laser medical treatment that offers success

2/21/18 5p 2:50
It's an alarming statistic:  Black women are three to four times more likely to die during childbirth than white 
women, according to the CDC. And Georgia has one of the highest maternal death rates in the u-s.   

2/22/18 7a & 9a 3:40
Pericarditis pregnancy----Pregnancy may bring previously undiagnosed heart disease to the forefront. An expectant 
Fulton Co. mom is awaiting her sixth child and is under close care to monitor pericarditis. In fact, there were 
concerns that she may have had developed a cardiomyopathy.  We take a closer look at this case presentment
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2/27/18 7a & 9a 3:15
Why does my head hurt? Headaches, vertigo and migraine issues can be tied to a problem with our bite. A local 
dentist explains the connections and the remedies

2/28/18 5p 3:10
Most friendships go through their share of ups and downs. Times when the relationship feels effortless, and times 
when it's hard work. The documentary "spilled milk" traces a friendship, and a battle with sickle cell disease. It's a 
rare blood disorder -- that causes intense pain, and organ and joint damage. The fox medical team's Beth Galvin is 
here with that story.

3/1/18 7a & 9a 3:25
Write a To-Do list and sleep better. Ever lie in bed thinking about all the things you need to do? Researchers at 
Baylor University found that writing a to-do list in your last five minutes before bedtime helped university students 
sleep better.  One group wrote down everything they needed to do in the week ahead; the other, all the things they’d 
completed during the last few days.  We’ll talk about what they found & why off-loading your worries may help you 
sleep.

3/02/18 5p 2:00
We all know smoking is bad for us -- but quitting isn't easy. Many people have turned to alternatives like electronic 
cigarettes. But researchers now say e-cigarettes put your heart at risk. The fox medical team's Beth Galvin takes a 
look at the dangers.

3/5/18 5p 2:05
It was an incredible CPR save no one saw coming.   One moment, 11-year old Caden Cherry waited to kick the ball 
in gym class, but the next he was down, with no sign of life. Caden's heart had suddenly faltered and then stopped.
But the stars aligned for the Cherokee county middle Schooler that day.

3/5/18 9a 3:30
Executive Director of local school system stops by to talk about nutrition for students.  School recognize the 
importance of making sure students are getting the nutrition to ensure their academic success…there are now more 
than ever plenty nutritious options for students to select

3/6/18 7a & 9a 2:50
Cancer Blood Test: an experimental blood test is designed to detect 8 of the most common cancers in their earliest 
stages. It’s being developed at Johns Hopkins and the early trial results are promising. 5 0f 8 cancers the test screens 
for currently have no screening test. We’ll talk about how the test works and why it might make a huge difference in 
detecting cancers in the their earliest, most treatable stages.

3/7/18                          5p 2:50
More than a hundred-thousand Americans are on a transplant waiting list, searching for a donor kidney But, it took 
Brendon Blair of Peachtree City a lot of work just to get on that list. That’s because, first, he had to lose more than a 
hundred pounds

3/7/18 7a & 9a 3:05
We are talking with sleep experts about how the time change can affect our sleep, and tips for getting sleep back on 
track. 

3/12/18 5p 3:10
Raising a child with a chronic illness is challenging. And one Atlanta couple says the battle over their young son's 
drug coverage has made their situation even more stressful. The Whirledges spent a year trying different drugs for 
their son Brannen. Then, six months after they found a medication, their insurance company notified them that they 
would have to go back to square one and start over.
   
3/13/18 7a & 9a 3:25
Melatonin use:  melatonin supplement use is exploding….so how does it work? And how should not be using it?
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3/14/18                   5p                    2:55
Knee injuries sideline thousands of young athletes every year, especially young women. And, often, these are "non-
contact" injuries, caused when a player's knee buckles inward. Young female soccer players are five times more 
likely to suffer a "non-contact a-c-l injury" than young males. But a pre-practice warm-up may help protect their 
knees. The fox medical team's Beth Galvan is here to tell us about it.

3/15/18 7a & 9a 3:30
New Shingles Vaccination: a painful rash on top of fatigue.  All too familiar symptoms for a local man. Once again, 
he had developed shingles despite being vaccinated----a recently approved vaccine is about to hit the market that 
will have a much stronger efficacy rate.

3/15/18 5p 2:25
If you're fifty or older, heads up.  The centers for disease control and prevention says you should ask your doctor 
about the new shingles vaccine. It's called "Shingrix." The fox medical team's Beth Galvin has a look at what you 
need to know about shingles.

3/19/18 5p 2:05
An Atlanta toddler has turned a few heads in the last few months. Because he wears a tiny helmet everywhere he 
goes. The fox medical team's Beth Galvin explains why.

3/20/18 5p 2:15
Most of us have experienced moments of real anxiety. Sometimes they're triggered by a situation -- other times they 
sneak up on us out of the blue. So, what can we do to calm ourselves -- when our heart starts racing. The fox 
medical team's Beth Galvin has some advice that might help.

3/20/18 7a & 9a 3:40
Stress Relief:  Stress is an unavoidable part of life, but it can also do a number on your health. A local doctor shares 
some simple habits that can build up resiliency to stress.  By learning coping techniques—you can tame the stress in 
our lives.

3/21/18 5p 2:15
Most of us have experienced moments of real anxiety.  Sometimes they're triggered by a situation -- other times they 
sneak up on us out of the blue. So, what can we do to calm ourselves -- when our heart starts racing. The fox 
medical team's Beth Galvin has some advice that might help.

3/22/18 5p 2:20
We all have stress in our lives.
Between our jobs -- finances -- and family responsibilities, sometimes the pressure feels overwhelming. But there 
are some simple ways to get better at handling stress. The fox medical team's Beth Galvin has some ideas.

3/22/18 7a & 9a 2:00
The Panic Attack: many of us have experienced a panic attack-----your heart is racing, you can’t catch your breath, 
you feel trapped.  We visit with a doctor about what helps when anxiety strikes---including the use of deep 
breathing, distraction, refocusing and even laughter to calm yourself.

3/23/18 5p 1:45
Getting a cancer diagnosis is frightening at any stage in life. But imagine being told when you're pregnant. 
That is what happened to two Chicago area women. The fox medical team's Beth Galvin is here with their story.

3/26/18 5p 2:00
Learning how to interact socially is one of the biggest challenges facing people with autism.  So, a new preschool at 
children's healthcare of Atlanta’s "Marcus Autism Center" teaches young children how to build their communication 
skills.
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3/27/18 5p 2:25
Imagine the worst pain you've ever felt. Then, imagine living with that pain day in and day out - for years.
Victoria Stopp says she had no idea what it was like to cope with chronic pain -- until she was hurt. Now she's 
written a book about her search for relief.

3/27/18 7a & 9a 3:00
Pain relief---after a workplace accident a patient has been trying to relieve pain without pills---we take a closer look 
at her path including everything from medical marijuana to yoga

3/28/18 5p 2:00
About two percent of Americans suffer from a disease that causes their skin to lose its color. It's called vitiligo.
One Rockdale county doctor first noticed a small white patch on his skin a couple of years ago. But, he's only now 
sharing his story. The fox medical team's Beth Galvin is here with that.

3/28/18 5p 2:30
Colon cancer is the *Fourth most common cancer in this country and it's the *second most deadly, but many people 
don't know if they're at risk or which warning signs to watch for. The Fox Medical team's Beth Galvin tells you what 
you need to know about colon cancer.

3/29/18 7a & 9a 2:10
Colorectal health: according to the National Cancer Institute, the link between obesity and increased colon cancer 
risk may be due to multiple factors.  Your diet is a key component to staying healthy

HOMELESS/HUNGER

1/3/18 10p/11p 4:20
Frozen temperatures and broken pipes -- it's a terrible combination for one nonprofit shelter in Newnan. The shelter 
is scrambling to find places for people to stay. Fox five's George Franco spoke with the organization's founder, who 
says they're now dipping into their emergency funds to help others, despite the frigid weather.

1/8/18 5p/10p 3:10
A homeless man is out of the cold tonight thanks to a complete stranger who stopped to help. The stranger put the 
man in an extended stay hotel for a week, and posted on next door about the situation and people stepped up. And as 
Christy Hutchings with news radio 1067 tells us, they've got enough money to keep him at the hotel for the month.

2/26/18 5p/6p 4:25
Assault at the airport! Police say a homeless man attacked a passenger -- spitting on her as she walked through 
Hartsfield-Jackson. It's the latest development in the homeless problem at the airport.

WEATHER/DISASTERS

1/2/18 10p/11p 3:00
Atlanta Watershed blames the frigid cold for this water main burst in Buckhead. And now the freezing temperature 
is making this situation even more dangerous tonight. In addition to black ice, officials tell us at least thirty homes 
are completely without water.

1/7/18 10p/11p 3:20
Workers with the Georgia Department of Transportation are on the roads tonight. Pre-treating them to ward off 
some of the ice threat. Crews began putting down saltwater brine this morning and will work through the night.

1/15/18 10p/11p 2:40
With temperatures expected to stay below freezing, any precipitation that falls on the roads will likely stick there 
and that could make travel treacherous. 
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1/15/18 10p/11p 3:40
The soon to be freezing temperatures have sent lots of folks scrambling to warm their homes or protect their pipes. 
Firewood sales have been brisk and plumbers are getting pretty busy. 

1/15/18 10p/11p 2:30
A Marietta man drives off the road on his way to work and is impaled by a fence post. Somehow, he managed to 
survive. 

1/16/18 5p/6p 3:05
Monitoring the snow conditions all across the metro as the first line of snow moved into northwest Georgia. 

1/16/18 5p/6p 3:05
A little further south, Cobb County is also preparing for this blast of winter weather. In fact, the effort began early 
this morning. 

1/16/18 11p 1:30
Winter weather crews started hitting the roads to prepare them for the upcoming winter blast. 

1/17/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 6:20
Hundreds of accidents and cars off the road around as drivers try to maneuver through ice and snow. And it will get 
worst as the roads re-freeze. 

1/17/18 5p 1:30
Some people encountered problems before they even left their driveways. Many people had problems getting out of 
their driveways and apartment complexes. 

1/17/18 10p/11p 3:10
Winter weather forced airlines to cancel many flights and officials with the Atlanta airport warned travelers to arrive 
at least 2 hours early because of TSA backups. 

1/17-19/18 All shows Various times
A Winter Storm advisory is issued and we cover all angles including school and business closings, icy roads---and 
follow ups that include fighting fires in the bitter cold, icy and snowy conditions.

1/18/18 5p/6p 3:00
Don't let the rising temperatures fool you. Any road that's still wet or slushy when the sun goes down will re-freeze 
overnight.  That means we'll see icy spots again tomorrow morning. Because of that -- a number of districts have 
called off school again tomorrow. Kids in clayton county, Haralson county, Troup county, Bartow county, and 
Carroll county have another snow day. Carrollton schools are delayed for two hours.

1/30/18 5p/6p/10p 5:20
A Dekalb house fire has claimed the life of a 74-year old woman confined to a wheelchair. Onoloda Williams was 
the only one to perish. Her son and another man escaped the burning house. It happened in the hidden hills 
subdivision in Stone Mountain. 

2/1/18 5p/6p 3:00
A devastating house fire in forest park claims the life of a father. The flames broke out early this morning at the 
home on Burks Road. 7 people including 5 children lived in the home. 

2/7/18 6pm 2:05
The storms also brought trees crashing down in Haralson county. A Sky Fox drone flew over this apartment building 
on Kaiser street in Bremen ---where a tree fell right on top of it. Haralson county was among several in western 
Georgia that were under a tornado warning this morning.
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3/15/18                  11p                 2:30
Warmer weather is finally headed our way. And no one could be happier than metro Atlanta U-pick farms.
They've been battling mother nature to save their crops from this recent deep freeze. Fox Five's Doug Evans is live 
at the 'Adams Farm' in Fayette county where he talked to some farmers—who actually cover their berries in a thick 
layer of ice at night.

3/19/18                              5/6/10pm 16:20
We're tracking a line of severe storms that could bring hail, lightning and the potential for tornados tonight. The 
storms started developing late this afternoon. This is a live look from northwest alabama where storm chasers with 
"live storm chasing dot com" are monitoring the conditions there right now. The storms aren't here just yet --- just 
some rain. But we're keeping a close eye on them as they move into the metro area. School systems are keeping a 
watchful eye on the weather as this system heads our way. Several districts have already canceled some activities 
ahead of the storm. In Bartow County school leaders want to make sure kids are headed home ahead of the weather 
threat.

3/19-21/18 All shows Various times
Spring storms/tornadoes slam into parts of West Georgia and SW Fulton County (Fairburn)

3/20/18 5/6/11p 16:55
Incredible devastation as far as you can see -- Roofs ripped off houses -- Windows blown out -- And debris scattered 
far and wide. Houses that didn't blow away -- were crushed and flattened by falling trees. Powerful storms and even 
a tornado ripped through metro Atlanta overnight. Leaving behind them -- a trail of damage. The storms started in 
Alabama -- then rolled into Georgia -- slamming Haralson county. A tree crashed into a home there -- sending a man 
to the hospital with a broken ankle.  The storms then moved across our state. In south Fulton county -- they spawned 
a tornado -- and left behind a path of damage. The national weather service says the tornado was at least an e-f 2.
30 to 40 homes were damaged -- much of that damage was major But there were no injuries in that area. 
We have live team coverage of the damage and the cleanup.

3/21/18 6p 2:05
Three tornadoes and a whole lot of damage. Two of them hit Haralson county. And another ravaged part of south 
Fulton. Clean up continues in both places --- The south Fulton neighborhood that was hardest hit is full of crews 
working to clear debris, and repair homes.

GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS & ORGANIZATIONS

1/2/18 5p/6p 4:00
Atlanta has a new mayor tonight. Keisha Lance Bottoms took her oath of office as our city's 60th mayor this 
afternoon. The ceremony took place at the king international chapel at Morehouse college.

1/5/18 5p/6p 2:00
And if you go anywhere near the stadium over the next few days big brother will watch you.  Atlanta police say they 
will have more cameras than ever before watching every move of anyone in the area around the stadium. They can 
even zoom in to see exactly what you're wearing -- and read the logos on your clothes. Fox 5's Morse Diggs got a 
first hand look at how it all works -- and how it will make sure fans stay safe.

1/10/18 5p/6p 3:20
It's Atlanta’s go-to location for hosting big time events…Yet the much-talked-about roof of the Mercedes-Benz 
stadium continues to experience problems... Problems that include water dripping onto the turf during Monday 
night's college championship game. But authorities tell us they've identified all the issues, and are already working 
to address them... And re-seal the roof.

1/11/18 5p/6p 3:10
Economic growth, educational opportunities and criminal justice reform--those are the issues governor Nathan Deal 
reflected on during his final state of the state address today. Deal has served as governor since 2011 and voters will 
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elect his replacement this fall...Fox 5's Claire Simms was there and as she reports, there were times when the 
governor got emotional about his time coming to an end.  

1/12/18 5p/6p/10p 6:05
As crime fears increase in several neighborhoods across Atlanta, the number of police officers available to patrol 
communities continues to decline. Last summer, the chief estimated the city’s police force was 200 short of the 
authorized strength of just over 2,000. 

1/12/18 5p/6p/10p 6:40
On Monday, the nation will pause to honor Dr. Martin Luther King Junior. Thousands will gather at the Martin 
Luther King Jr. National Historic site in Atlanta on MLK Day in remembrance of the civil rights icon. 

1/15/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 10:50
We honored the life and legacy of civil rights icon Dr. Martin Luther King Junior. Groups held events all across the 
metro area and throughout the country. The hallmark even happened right here in Atlanta, Doctor King’s birthplace. 
Hundreds gathered at the Historic Ebenezer Baptist Church to share his messages of justice, equality, and 
understanding which remain relevant today. 

1/15/18 5p/6p/10p 4:00
Thousands of people celebrate King Day as a day on, not off. One Metro Atlanta man says he’s trying to continue 
Dr. King’s legacy by calling on a thousand men to walk Metro Atlanta’s toughest neighborhoods and win the 
communities over with love. 

1/15/18 5p/6p/10p 5:40
A security checkpoint at Hartsfield-Jackson international airport temporarily shuts down after a homeless man’s bag 
is mistaken for a possible bomb. Now, airport staff are calling on city hall to address the growing homeless 
population. They say if something’s not done, there could be more disruptions. 

1/16/18 5P/6P/10P 16:45
Adam Smith Plea-In this next chapter of the City of Atlanta federal bribery case, the city’s former chief financial 
officer, Adam Smith, pled guilty to charges that he accepted bribes from a city vendor. A federal judge sentenced 
Smith to 27 months, much less than he could have gotten, but federal prosecutors rewarded him for his cooperation. 
Not only did Smith wear a wire for the FBI, he made secret recordings on his own before federal authorities ever got 
involved.

1/19/18 5p/6p 4:20
For months now... We've told you about the homeless problem at Hartsfield-Jackson international airport. Tonight 
we're learning new details about just how bad the problem is..Even police officers are now complaining.. saying the 
issue has been "sugar-coated.”

1/20/18 6p/10p/11p 4:30
The government shutdown has far-reaching affects all over the country...Today, visitors to the Martin Luther King, 
Jr. national historic site in Atlanta are disappointed to discover they can't see some of the important landmarks they 
had hoped to enjoy.  

1/22/18 10p/11p 3:30
The DeKalb county police department is now hiring -- and they're now putting in extra effort to find women 
interested in joining. The department is holding its first hiring forum specifically geared toward female officers.
Fox five's Denise Dillon has more on why DeKalb police say hiring more women is *crucial* to their mission.

1/29/18 5p/6p/10p 5:25
Shocking allegations from the nation’s largest airport. Police arrest a man on accusations he performed a sex act in 
front of travelers and female employees at Hartsfield-Jackson international airport. Police say he has a violent past 
and has become one of the homeless people who now call the airport home. 
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1/29/18 10p/11p 3:25
New concerns in Atlanta over a city proposal that would make it easier for people who are arrested for minor 
offenses to get out of jail. The bail reform regulation is meant to ensure someone who commits a petty crime isn’t 
stuck in jail because they can’t make bond. 

1/29/18 11p 1:50
A community fired up yet at odds over how to keep the criminals out of their neighborhoods. At the heart of the 
debate is the question, should parents be held responsible when their child commits a crime. Hundreds let leaders 
know what they think in the city of South Fulton. One council member wants to hold parents legally accountable 
when their child goes through the court system. 

1/30/18 10p/11p 3:20
It’s one of the biggest complaints fans have expressed about the new Mercedes-Benz stadium, getting in and out for 
big events. Many complained wait times were way too long for the national championship game. Now, stadium 
officials say they will add more doors to the 1.5 billion-dollar venue. 

1/31/18 5p/6p/10p 4:25
Officials in the city of South Fulton wrapped up a closed-door meeting to try to work out a major rift over city 
hiring. The new city needs to hire a city manager and a police chief, though there seems to be a disagreement over 
exactly what should happen first. 

2/1/18 10p/11p 3:10
Just days from the biggest football game of the year, one Georgia politician has reopened the debate over whether 
NFL players should kneel during the national anthem. State Senator David Shafer plans to roll out a series of online 
ads urging the players in the super bowl to stand during the star spangled banner. 

2/1/18 11p 1:45
Marijuana is a smoking hot topic at the state capital. Some lawmakers think people purchasing pot legally is a plum 
of an idea. They tell us they’d love weed retail to become a booming business in Georgia. 

2/2/18 5a & 7a 3:15
Kennesaw State University study on collisions-------

2/06 – 07/18 10P/6P 9:52
Carrollton Mayor Conflict-The Fox 5 I-Team has learned the mayor of Carrollton, who runs his family-owned 
concrete business, has earned thousands of dollars from the city he runs either as a contractor or a sub-contractor. 
Complaints about the arrangement with Walt Hollingsworth prompted a G.B.I. investigation into whether 
Hollingsworth violated any state laws.

2/6/18 10p/11p                             4:15
Before you even have your 2017 taxes finished a tax time surprise is lurking for many Georgians. If state 
lawmakers don't act -- you could see a big hike in state taxes in the coming years. The governor wants lawmakers to 
fix this flaw before taxpayers take a big punch to the gut.

2/7/18 10p/11p 4:50
Should people be able to walk around with a small amount of pot without fear of arrest?  That's the push from some 
Fulton county commissioners today who want to follow in the footsteps of other local municipalities who have 
changed their marijuana ordinances.

2/7/18 5a & 7a 2:55
The city of Atlanta started 311ATL about 2-3 years ago. You contact one number or email to get a city service 
managed (missed trash pick-up, tree down, etc). It streamlines the effort for the constituent, but not enough folks 
know about it. We will show how it works and why it’s important to use it---this is how the city tracks trends and 
later allots for funding.
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2/8/18 5a & 7a 3:00
North Avenue Smart Corridor----new technology focuses on helping traffic move more efficiently thru certain 
corridors with the help of synchronized lights, smart sensors and traffic management

2/8/18 5p/11p 4:15
A petition opposing a proposed public transit system in Douglas county is at the center of a heated debate. 
Thousands of people have already signed it because They don’t want an additional bus service in their county. 
But many others say it would be a great asset -- and would help ease traffic problems.

2/12 – 13/18 10P/6P 13:08
Norcross Train Trouble-The railroad has been the heart and soul of the city of Norcross, but now a downtown 
railroad crossing has proven so dangerous, Gwinnett County taxpayers are going to spend $1.4 million to fix it. It’s 
pitched in such a way that heavy trucks that try to cross often bottom out and get stuck. Three times in recent years, 
a speeding train has smashed right through a trapped truck, but police say that’s just a fraction of the accidents 
prevented. Police say it’s a miracle no one has been killed. They’ve tried warning signs and traffic tickets, but the 
trucks keep coming. So now they will try a permanent fix.

2/20/18 11p 1:45
Steamed over water bills. Dekalb county residents "sound off" about ongoing water bill woes  which are costing 
them cold, hard cash.

2/20/18 11pm 1:30
If you're in downtown Smyrna... you can now carry out your cocktails. The Smyrna city council approved a new 
open container law just last night, in an effort to bring more business to the bars and restaurants in the downtown 
area.

2/21/18 5p/6p 4:40
Hundreds of mothers gathered at the state capitol this morning demanding changes to gun laws. They want 
lawmakers to oppose bills that they say would loosen gun laws. And gun supporters say they're wrong.

2/21/18 10p 2:30
Dekalb county water customers declare all out war. It's now been 18 months since the county acknowledge problems 
with inaccurate, sky-high water bills. The c-e-o even promised to make the issue, priority number one. Well tonight, 
angry customers joined forces, demanding answers.

2/21/18 5a/8a/9a 2:45
In the wake of the Parkland, FL high school shooting----students rally in FL state capitol to meet with lawmakers to 
discuss the need for gun control

2/22 – 23/18 10P/6P 10:58
3/07 – 08/18 10P/6P 9:02
Jim Beck-Candidates for statewide office often showcase their work experience to convince voters they are the right 
person for the job, but one candidate, running for Insurance Commissioner, caught the attention of the Fox 5 I-
Team, for what he left off his bio – like second jobs in the private sector while he was working fulltime for the state. 
The I-Team also found he was forced to leave two high-level state jobs; one with the Lt. Governor’s office and one 
with the Insurance Commissioner’s office. Following our story, Beck announced his resignation from his current 
position with an insurance company. 

2/23/18 5a & 7a 3:00
A local municipality conducts a traffic sting on motorists ‘texting & driving. This comes as the state legislature is 
considering new legislation that will drastically curtail your ability to use a smartphone in the motor vehicle. A 
move that follows the increase in accidents due to distracted driving
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2/28 – 29/18 10P/6P 10:26
X-Lite Guardrails-A dozen states across the country are removing a controversial guardrail head from highways 
following a number of deadly accidents where drivers or passengers were spearing or maimed by the guardrail. The 
Fox 5 I-Team found 11 cases from Missouri to South Carolina to Tennessee where vehicles were speared during a 
crash. The Georgia DOT says it stopped installing the heads when it got wind of the controversy, but the DOT has 
no plans to remove the 300 X-Lite heads currently on the roadways.

2/28/18               10p/11p 3:45
Giving booting "the boot" in Atlanta. Some Atlanta city councilmembers are trying to do just that with a proposed 
anti-booting ordinance. They want to ban booting in the city's private parking lots.

3/1/18 5a & 7a 2:00
Midtown scramble---this is a new pedestrian crossing intersection---where for a certain part of the light cycle 
pedestrians may “scramble” or walk in all directions across and thru and intersection. This new “scramble” model is 
now in place at a couple high pedestrian traffic intersections. We take you there and find out if they are successful

3/5/18 5p/6p 3:30
Eliminating booting in the city of Atlanta --It may not be as easy as it sounds. The city council spent more than two 
hours this afternoon, discussing banning the booting business inside the city. But the opposition to such a move is 
broader than you might think.

3/13/18 5/6/11p 6:50
The police officer shortage in the city of Atlanta is getting worse.  We have learned 23 additional officers have told 
the chief they're quitting. Residents are left hoping the city closes the revolving door and hires enough cops to keep 
them safe. 

3/13 – 14/18 10P/6P 7:26
Open Records-The Fox 5 I-Team discovered the Georgia attorney general has launched a criminal investigation into 
possible violations of the state open records act by former Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed’s press spokesperson and 
other members of his staff. The probe was prompted by the discovery of text messages sent from the Mayor’s 
spokesperson Jenna Garland to an employee in Watershed Management instructed her to be “as unhelpful as 
possible” and to “drag this out as long as possible” in regards to an open records request. The I-Team has also 
learned the state may expand the investigation and look into other allegations of the city’s slow response to the open 
records process.

3/22/18 5a & 7a 2:45
A dangerous stretch of road in Carroll County in western Georgia----we take a closer look at what may be the cause 
and the Georgia Department of Transportation is doing to remedy the situation. Turns out it may be due to a 
construction project.

3/22/18 5/6/11p 6:35
A cyberattack on the city of Atlanta. Now -- city government computers are 'shutdown.' The city of Atlanta has 
experienced a 'ransomware attack.' Multiple departments' have been hit. And as a result -- some of the city's data -- 
has been encrypted. Federal agencies -- including the FBI and Homeland Security -- are investigating.

3/23/18 5/6p 4:40
New developments in the massive cyberattack against the city of Atlanta. Hackers launched a massive ransom-ware 
attack against city departments. Now they're holding city data for ransom. And that's shut down some city 
departments.

3/23/18 10/11p                       4:25
An admission by Atlanta police. And now an investigation. Officials say they dropped the ball, by not securing 
crucial surveillance video, after the body of an airport employee was found in a river in Newton county. Police are 
launching an internal investigation into what went wrong.  
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3/26/18 5p/6p 1:45
Nearly one hundred police officers now proudly wear the name "the city of south Fulton" on their uniforms...
The city swore-in its inaugural police force at a special ceremony this morning. The new officers have taken over 
police services from Fulton county.

3/27/18 10p/11p 2:30
Another data breach, this time in the city of Loganville. Officials are urging residents to keep a close eye on their 
bank accounts and their credit reports. The city says hackers may have gotten access to a server that had residents’ 
personal and financial information. 

3/28/18 5p/6p 4:10
We're getting new details about just how bad the ransomware attack on the city of Atlanta is. Atlanta police 
detectives tell us that when they turned on their computers yesterday, they couldn't open files for cases they were 
working on. That means criminal evidence could be in jeopardy.

3/30/18 5p/6p 2:30
It's time to put those phones down when you're behind the wheel.  Before the end of the session last night, Georgia 
lawmakers passed a proposal that would require drivers to use hands-free technology when using cell phones.

CRIME AND VIOLENCE

1/1/18 5p/6p/10p 4:10
A frightening start to the new year for one Lithia Springs woman...She was nearly struck by a stray bullet while 
standing on her front porch. It happened in the trail creek subdivision.

1/1/18 5p/6p/10p 4:10
A birthday celebration lands 70 people behind bars--Police charging all of them with possession of less than half an 
ounce of marijuana. That leaves many wondering whether they all had drugs, or were charged as a group.

1/1/18 5p/6p/10p 3:00
A Gwinnett County police detective is fighting for his life tonight, battling stage four stomach cancer. The former 
army ranger and father of two was diagnosed in July. His battle is growing more difficult, as the cancer has now 
spread to his lungs.

1/1/18 10p/11p 4:00
A family in Forsyth County goes on Vacation to Mexico... And comes home to find their van trashed, their Bentley 
suv gone, and tens of thousands of dollars in items stolen. Tonight -- police are searching for the crew of criminals 
behind this high dollar heist.

1/2/18 10p/11p 3:00
Guns, money, jewelry ... All gone Atlanta police are now looking for 4 men they say broke into a condo at the w 
hotel. Police say the men in these surveillance photos stole around 300 thousand dollars in cash and items.

1/3/18 5p/6p 4:00
Local police arrest a man that the t-s-a has warned airports about. Airports all over the country reported the man for 
alleged suspicious activity -- 22 incidents in less than 16 months Authorities in Athens-Clarke county have now 
banned him from their county after catching him at their airport.

1/5/18 5p/6p 3:10
New developments in a story we've followed all day -- an FBI agent injured and a suspect -- shot. It all unfolded in a 
hotel parking lot on powers ferry road in sandy springs.  The FBI says their agent tried to arrest that suspect -- but he 
drove off in a truck, dragging the FBI agent for a quarter of a mile.
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1/5/18 10p/11p 3:00
Violently grabbed, robbed of her cash, and then nearly kidnapped --An attempt to buy a cell phone through a buy-
sell app goes terribly wrong for a Walton County teen...The sheriff's office says the men she tried to buy from turned 
out to be armed robbers. Deputies say they nabbed the crooks through an undercover buy?

1/5/18 10p/11p 4:00
Police say he threatened to shoot up his church and fellow parishioners. That man is in jail tonight. Marietta police 
are taking the threats very seriously. Police say it was the pastor who turned in the member of her congregation.

1/6/18 6p 1:30
A heartbroken community is searching for answers...After a three-month-old baby girl mysteriously passed away.  
Last night deputies confirmed the father -- 23-year-old Jacob Picklesimer -- has been arrested.

1/6/18 10p/11p 2:40
Caught on surveillance and only on Fox 5--Deputies say a *stranger* grabs a 4-year-old, and tries to take off with 
him-- But his father comes to the rescue. And now, authorities are searching for the man in this video...
In what's being called a *possible kidnapping attempt*. It all happened earlier this afternoon, at a Barnes and Noble 
bookstore in Forsyth County.

1/8/18 5p/10p 2:20
A Gwinnett county man shoots and kills one of the three men he says broke into his home. The other two men got 
away. It happened early this morning on Cainbridge drive in Lawrenceville. Police tell us a homeowner got into 
shootout with three men who broke into his home. One of the men was killed. The homeowner was shot in the legs.

1/9/18 5p/6p 2:30
They competed in last year's junior fencing Olympics...The brothers, both students at best academy, and members of 
the school fencing team, had their fencing equipment stolen last week. The boys' mom says the thieves struck over 
the Christmas break while the family was out of town.

1/9/18 10p/11p 3:00
Two hundred thousand dollars--That's how much it will cost to fix the damage at a Conyers veterans memorial.
Investigators say thieves vandalized the "walk of heroes" December 15th-- stealing bronze sculptures and plaques 
from the site...Tonight -- deputies say they've arrested three of the people responsible.

1/10/18 5p/6p 3:00
A woman accused of killing her 5-month old baby --- could be somewhere in metro Atlanta tonight The little girl 
died in 2016 --- and investigators later discovered evidence that tied Estefania Roman-Aguilar to her death. She's 
has been on the run since...But tonight -- there's a new push to find her.

1/10/18 5p/6p 3:30
Police in south metro Atlanta want to find two women who they think might be behind a series of car breaks ins.
And tonight police say they have surveillance video of the women using victims' credit cards they found in the cars.

1/10/18 5p/6p 2:30
LaGrange police arrest a couple after they say the two forced their children to live in what investigators call 
deplorable conditions. Tragically -- police were called to the scene only after the couple's three month old baby died 
in their room at the town and country motel.

1/10/18 10p/11p 3:00
Relatives left speechless after a Georgia grandfather is shot to death and dumped into a pond. That was the niece of 
86-year-old Otha Perrin. She's understandably devastated tonight. Both because her uncle is dead... And also 
because his police say his grand-daughter committed the murder. Tonight she and two of her friends face charges.
Police say the three tried unsuccessfully to hide Perrin's body in a farm pond in Elberton.
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1/10/18 10p/11p 3:00
They looked like legit prescriptions... And they came from real medical facilities. But drug agents in Cherokee 
county say people working in those facilities making some changes to the prescriptions to help themselves.

1/10/18 11p 2:00
It's a new twist on a popular check scam... But this time, it could have been your tax dollars at risk. The city of 
Marietta warning people across the country tonight that someone is sending out fraudulent checks in their name.

1/11/18 5p/6p 3:00
Three women -- violently attacked and robbed -- and all on the north side of town. Atlanta police tell us -- in one 
case, a robber tied up a 58-year-old woman... In another, a 72-year-old woman was shoved to the ground. And in a 
third case, a 91-year-old woman was attacked at knife-point. Investigators believe *someone* might have 
information or home surveillance that could help them solve the crimes.

1/12/2018 5p/6p/10p 4:30
A small business owner is forced to close, after a suspected thief rammed a u-haul into his auto shop twice. The 
person didn’t get inside, but the building is severely damaged making the structure unsafe. 

1/12/18 10p/11p 2:50
A brazen robbery as an armed man actually crawls through a drive-thru window to rob a McDonald’s. It happened 
last week at the Wesley Chapel Road location off of I-20. But how the crime went down has police and people who 
shop in the area scratching their heads. 

1/12/18 10p/11p 2:20
A college student abducted and raped is now talking publicly about the terrifying hours she spent with her captor. 
She contacted Fox 5 because she said she wants her story to be a warning to others. And now we’ve learned she 
plans to sue the Kroger where she was abducted. 

1/12/18 10p/11p 1:50
Police say a crew of robbers pretends to be lovers out on a shopping trip, but it’s all a set up for a quick snatch. And 
the ordeal was all caught on camera. All across Metro Atlanta, police say three men used the same line to steal 
thousands of dollars’ worth of cell phones from various stores. 

1/12/18 11p 1:30
Police have charged a second person with murder in the deadly robbery of a night manager at Atlanta Wine Bar, 
Barcelona. 

1/13/18 6p/10p/11p 4:25
A new lead in almost two dozen robberies that have terrorized a community in Clayton County police. Officials say 
they’re looking for the culprits behind the 22 purse and phone snatchings in the area. And police want to know who 
the men could be and are still warning shoppers, especially women to be careful while walking in the community. 

1/14/18 10p/11p 2:45
The search is on for the person who murdered a father of eight. Gwinnett County police tell us 42-year old man was 
in his apartment when someone shot and killed him. It happened at the Rockbridge Court Apartments in Gwinnett 
County. 

1/14/18 10p/11p 2:40
A Teenager is dead and police believe they know who did it. Clayton county authorities want to find Dantae Jones, 
the man wanted in connection to the crime. The victim’s murder was so heinous that the sheriff’s office has put 
Jones on the most wanted list. 
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1/15/18 10p/11p 3:45
A dog’s death after a trip to the groomer sparked outrage back in October. And Meko’s owner says the groomer 
kicked and choked him until the dog died. The community and Forsyth County leaders are trying to find a way to 
help other animals. 

1/16/18 5p/6p 3:10
A morning walk for one Stone Mountain resident turned into a disturbing discovery. Dekalb County police say the 
walker found a man dead outside of one of the apartment buildings. Investigators say he was murdered. 

1/16/18 5p/10p/11p 4:30
The circumstances sound something like a scene from a movie. A South Fulton County homeowner jumps out of his 
second floor window trying to flee a gunman in his own home. And it happened during broad daylight when he 
answered his doorbell on Big Sage Drive. 

1/17/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 10:30
Police have recovered one of the children taken when thieves stole a woman’s car from the QT on Riverdale Road. 
But the car thieves still have a one-month old baby and the search is on to find the child. 

1/18/18 5p/6p/10p 4:40
Right now police are trying to find the car thieves behind an outrageous crime. They stole a mother's running car 
from a clayton county Quik Trip and then callously put her four-year-old daughter and one-month-old baby outside 
in temperatures that were well below freezing.  Amazingly, neither girl was hurt.

1/18/18 5p/6p 3:00
A woman in northwest Atlanta is scared and outraged after someone came into her neighborhood and fired at least 
26 shots into the air. The next morning, she went out and collected all of the shell casings that were just fifty feet 
from her bedroom window. And as Christy Hutchings with news radio 1067 tells us the woman says whoever did 
this is lucky no one was hurt.

1/18/18 10p/11p 3:00
An 11-year-old boy heads home from sledding after a fun snowday -- and is brutally attacked. What's worse -- his 
attackers are three teens... Barely older than he is. That's according to Decatur police, who tell us the teens grabbed 
the 11-year-old... slammed him to the ground... and tried to rob him.

1/19/18 5p/6p 3:00
Marietta police need your help after they arrested these three men. Police say two of them are well known gang 
members and they say all three have been connected to several crimes in the area. Police say it all started when two 
of the men got into a fight with each other?

1/19/18 5p/6p 3:00
Coweta County police say they may have finally gotten the break they need to find a serial burglar. Investigators say 
the crook has robbed three stores in just a week. And at one location -- he left behind some blood. Tonight -- police 
say they hope that evidence will lead them to the man's identity.

1/19/18 10p/11p 2:40
Bold criminals ripping off homes... And some believe this crew of crooks is watching and waiting for just the right 
moment. Tonight one veteran is angry and frustrated. He had just moved in when these thieves showed up Get this... 
He hadn't even un packed and was home when he heard a bang downstairs. The noise... The crooks trying to break 
in.

1/20/18 6p/10p/11p 3:20
An armed robbery suspect is dead after a police officer fired just one shot. Dunwoody police say the officer shot and 
killed the man after they say he robbed a grocery store. The shooting happened this morning in Dunwoody in a 
Walmart parking lot.
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1/21/18 11p 1:45
A man is behind bars in Rockdale county after deputies say he shot and killed his wife as neighbors looked on.  
It happened just before noon in the Meadowbrook subdivision off highway 2-12 in Conyers.  Fox 5's Claire Simms 
is live at the Rockdale county sheriff's office tonight. And Claire, the husband is facing serious charges.

1/22/18 5p/6p 3:00
Terrifying moments at the world's busiest airport after police say a man pulls a knife on a woman and threatens to 
kill her. It happened outside the bathrooms in the atrium of Hartsfield-Jackson international airport. That's an area 
outside the security checkpoints. Luckily police weren't far away -- and were able to quickly disarm the man.

1/22/18 10p/11p 2:50
An Atlanta police officer is being questioned by Dekalb County Police-- as his girlfriend is rushed to the hospital 
with a gunshot wound. The scene is unfolding at a home on Cavanaugh avenue in DeKalb county.

1/23/18 5p/6p 4:10
The founder of an Atlanta charter school now admits he stole money from the public school district. This afternoon 
former Latin academy principal Chris Clemons pleaded guilty to 50 counts of theft and 5 counts of forgery for 
stealing half a million dollars from a number of schools. Parents say they were devastated when they learned what 
Clemons was doing.

1/23/18 10p/11p 3:30
Shot in the back, while trying to dodge danger. The victim speaks exclusively to fox five as police search for the 
shooter. She tells us she took off running at the first sound of gunfire. But the shots just kept coming. The shooting 
happened last night in downtown Atlanta-- after police say a group of men got into a fight outside a hookah lounge 
on auburn avenue. That fight led to gunfire-- and an innocent woman caught in the crossfire.

1/23/18 10p/11p 3:00
Beat up outside a Buckhead shopping center. Police say she was punched five times in the face... All for her purse.
Was an ambush and a brutal attack, right outside target on Peachtree road. And tonight police are still searching for 
the man responsible.

1/23/18 10p/11p 4:20
For many a rosary is a sacred religious item. But for some thieves in Lilburn -- a vintage 12 hundred dollar gold 
rosary presented a crime of opportunity. Now the owner of five forks antiques in Lilburn is offering his own money 
as a reward to capture the thieves.

1/23/18 11p 1:30
And we begin tonight with breaking news from southwest Atlanta. That's where police are investigating after a man 
was shot several times... Just a short while ago. This is all taking place near the old turner field.

1/23/18 11p 1:15
Two bold burglars are on the run tonight, after hitting up the Publix in canton for narcotics and cash. Police say the 
two men knocked through a wall between the Publix and the vacant business next door -- and then slid into the 
pharmacy.

1/24/18 5p/6p 3:00
An attempted kidnapping at a school bus stop. Tonight -- the 11-year-old victim and her mother talk exclusively to 
Fox 5. The girl was waiting at a bus stop at Ivy Pointe road and oak ridge road in Austell when a man tried to kidnap 
her.

1/24/18 5p/6p 3:10
A Virginia woman desperate for answers about her son's death continues a heartbreaking tradition. Sharon McCarter 
returns to the intersection where her son was struck and killed every January.24th...Hoping someone will hear her 
cries for justice. Today marks the ninth year since Charlie Enrick jones was killed.
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1/24/18 5p/6p 2:30
Bremen police are investigating after a social media post goes viral. So far -- the post has been shared by nearly 20 
thousand people. It claims a woman had a fake one hundred dollar bill placed on her windshield and then she was 
followed by someone.

1/24/18 10p/11p 3:00
A local family -- in lock-up. A mother, father and 18-year-old son 'all accused' in a drug dealing operation at a local 
high school. The Forsyth county sheriff's office raided the home after receiving tips that the teenage son was selling 
drugs at lambert high school.

1/24/18 10p/11p 3:00
Some parents in pike county are in a panic after the school system says a ninth grader threatened to shoot up his 
school on social media last night Officials say the threats were directed at the Pike County Ninth Grade Academy in 
Zebulon. In response -- some parents decided to keep their kids out of school today.

1/24/18 10p/11p 3:00
For the second night in a row. Violent robbers target a person walking from a popular shopping center in Buckhead. 
And this time-- the victim says the robbers pointed *two* guns at him at once.

1/24/18 11p 1:30
One restaurant employee has a frightening story to tell tonight. She was the only one inside a Jimmy Johns 
restaurant in Vinings when a man walked in with a gun and demanded cash. And the victim said... She thought she 
was going to die.

1/25/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 5:30
A search is underway for a killer after three people, including a grandmother and this 17-month-old toddler, were 
viciously gunned down. A total of four people were shot outside a mobile home in dooly county today-- that's about 
135 miles south of Atlanta. And right now the GBI is assisting local authorities... To determine who committed such 
a heinous crime.

1/25/18 5p/6p 3:00
By all accounts, she "should" have been safe -- she was sitting in her own house watching television. But bullets 
flew through the home on Susan lane in southwest Atlanta -- hitting the 10-year-old girl. Tonight, she's recovering in 
the hospital.

1/25/18 5p/6p 3:00
A trip to the park turns terrifying for a mother and her little boy after a man attacks them and tries to rob them. 
The mother took her son to Dupree park in Cherokee county. The robber attacked that mom while her son was in her 
arms.

1/25/18 5p/6p 2:00
The Douglas County Sheriff's office nets a big drug bust, stopping 45-hundred street level doses of meth from 
getting into the community. In all they seized over two pounds worth up to a hundred thousand dollars.

1/25/18 5p/6p 3:20
They say the woman used stolen credit cards taken from a vehicle that was parked at the graveyard while the victims 
visited a gravesite.

1/25/18 10p/11p 3:00
Turning now to a fox five news alert--An attempted abduction of a sixth grader in cobb county--The girl was waiting 
at her bus stop when a man got out of a car and started following her. That was Wednesday morning-- but tonight-- a 
new case. This one in nearby Paulding County, where police say a teenager was nearly kidnapped this afternoon.
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1/25/18 10p/11p 4:00
Police say thieves are at it again. So-called "sliders" targeting drivers at the gas pump. And just this morning police 
say thieves managed to take off with a car... While the driver still had his key fob in his hand. Fox 5s Jaclyn Schultz 
spoke exclusively to that driver who thought he did enough to protect himself.

1/25/18 11p 1:35
Burglars break into a woman's apartment and steal just about everything. But it's not the tv's, clothes or computers 
she wants back... It's the baby blankets that belonged to her infant daughter who died last spring.

1/26/18 5p/6p 3:00
Gun violence in Atlanta -- three young girls shot in three separate incidents in just the last two days. Sadly, tonight, 
one of those girls has died.  15-year-old Nacari Newson was visiting her boyfriend at a home on Greenleaf circle in 
southwest Atlanta when she was shot yesterday evening. Tonight -- police are still trying to figure out who pulled 
the trigger.

1/26/18 5p/6p 3:00
It's the shocking video posted on the fox 5 Facebook page -- that's now gone viral. Watch as a girl hits another girl 
with a chair -- then smacking her in the head. You can see it all happened inside a classroom at a Gwinnett county 
school. Tonight, the Creekland middle school student faces criminal charges.

1/26/18 5p/6p 2:00
Atlanta police stop a burglary in progress and it's all caught on camera. Surveillance video shows the crooks 
breaking into a convenience store. But they're inside for just seconds before they run out again. That's because 
Atlanta police show up.

1/26/18 5p/6p 3:50
The freedom fighter bandit strikes again! The FBI says it's her 9th time to rob a Georgia bank since the end of 
October...And she shows no signs of slowing down. 

1/26/18 10p/11p 3:30
A violent ambush at a local Starbucks. As laptop thefts at coffee shops have ramped up across metro Atlanta.
And in this particular case. police tell us the culprits even tried to run over the victim. This is the second time in a 
matter of weeks. one of these crimes has turned violent.

1/26/18 10p/11p 4:10
A Fayette county grandfather is run off the road -- killed instantly as his truck rams into a guard rail and down an 
embankment. Investigators want to find the hit and run driver who caused 67-year-old Steve Mitchell's death.

1/26/18 10p/11p 3:00
He broke in with a sledge hammer then took off with a stolen van. Now Gwinnett police are looking for the man 
whose crimes were captured on camera during the recent snow storm.

1/27/18 10p/11p 2:20
Tonight police need your help to find a trio of violent robbers. who brutally shot a 60-year-old man. Police say the 
group stormed into a neighborhood grocery store and when the owner tried to step in.. a robber shot him.

1/28/18 6p/10p/11p 4:30
Four different shooting scenes -- and police believe the same man was behind them all. It all started around one this 
morning. Chamblee police responded to a call about a man shot in the hand off new Peachtree road. Moments later -
- they were called to another scene. Drivers said a man was firing shots at people from the parking lot of a QT.
Then officers pursued him to quantum lane... Where he was shot and killed. As they pieced the investigation 
together -- they learned about yet another shooting.
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1/28/18 10p/11p 2:30
A man is dead tonight after a nightclub shooting in college park. It happened late last night at backstage on Godby 
road.

1/29/18 5p/6p 2:15
Tears rolling down his face as a Villa Rica man who’s accused of killing his stepson faces a judge. Joshua Richards 
is accused of killing his 3-year old son. Investigators say Richards beat the boy while his mother slept last week. 
Sadly, the child died over the weekend. 

1/29/18 5p/6p 2:50
A pizza delivery man is facing charges. Fulton County police say that a Papa John’s pizza delivery man shot a motel 
employee at the Red Roof Inn on Frederick Drive. Police say the driver originally said the man tried to rob the 
delivery man. But officers say that wasn’t what happened. 

1/29/18 10p/11p 3:15
A Cartersville woman reveals terrifying details after being jailed at her own birthday party. Deja Heard was just one 
of nearly 70 other people arrested at that party. The group has come to be known as the Cartersville 70. You’ll recall 
they were all arrested back in late December after police found less than an ounce of marijuana at that house party. 
The group met with an attorney to discuss their next step. 

1/29/18 10p/11p 3:10
An Atlanta woman is on high alert after thieves stole her purse at a gas station, and came back for more. Atlanta 
police say hours later, the same crooks showed up at the woman’s home in Ormewood park and stole her car from 
the driveway. 

1/29/18 6p/10p 4:10
It’s a revolting case of animal hoarding, one that’s put quite a strain on resources at Dekalb County’s animal shelter. 
56 in one apartment, hiding in closets, cabinets, and even the mattress. 

1/30/18 5p/6p 2:10
The Georgia State patrol says the man who led Haralson County deputies on a chase had warrants out for his arrest. 
It started in Haralson County and ended just over the Carroll County line. 

1/30/18 5p/6p 3:00
One Atlanta woman begs for the public’s help in finding her missing dog. Lauren Carroll says the pup was in the 
back of her friend’s car when thieves stole the vehicle. Carroll says her friend was pumping gas at the Kroger on 
Moreland Avenue when it happened. 

1/30/18 5p/6p/10p 3:20
A Gwinnett County man accused of branding his baby with a heat gun, leaving the child disfigured, claims he’s 
innocent. But police told a judge in court, officers arrested Troy Gentry after they learned the child had suffered 
other suspicious injuries. 

1/30/18 5p/6p/10p 4:50
Turning now to a bizarre crime, involving one of the best known tattoo artists in Georgia. His clientele include 
music artist Nas, one of the real housewives of Atlanta, and a federal officer, who Smyrna police say, the artist held 
at gunpoint. Investigators say tattooer Brandon Bond turned on the officer during a robbery inside the tattoo parlor, 

1/30/18 10p/11p 2:40
A major drug and weapons bust in Brookhaven ends in two arrests. Hundreds of pounds of crystal meth and several 
guns, all recovered by DEA agents from one apartment. Neighbors tell us several families live in the apartment 
complex. 
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1/30/18 11p 1:30
A warning for women in one Metro Atlanta community. Right now, Decatur police want to catch the man who 
sexually assaulted a 19-year old woman. And get this, according to officers it happened near the library. 

1/31/18 5p/6p/10p 5:30
A mother whose 13 month old daughter died after she left her in a hot car for five hours will go to prison. 25-year 
old DiJanelle Fowler claimed her car was running when she left the baby inside. She says at some point the battery 
died. Fowler pleaded guilty to second degree murder and concealing a death. 

1/31/18 10p 1:10
A terrifying experience for a Metro Atlanta woman who says a stranger violently attacked her at a park. Now police 
are warning women who visit the popular park. Dunwoody police say during the attack the man did try to sexually 
assault the victim. 

1/31/18 10p 1:45
A driver loses control, hits a 60-year old man on a sidewalk, and then speeds away from the scene. Atlanta police 
tell us the victim is in critical condition. It happened at the intersection of MLK Jr. Drive and Wellington Street. And 
now, investigators are searching for that hit and run driver. 

2/1/18 5p/6p 3:10
Outrage from an Atlanta community leader after learning about another teen gunned down on an Atlanta street. 
Police found 17-year old Gaquavious Williams lying on his stomach, with a gunshot wound to his back. Authorities 
are looking into whether the crime may be linked to a minor drug transaction. 

2/1/18 5p/6p/10p 5:15
The GBI is investigating an officer involved shooting in the city of Clayton in Rabun County. A Clayton Police 
officer shot and killed a man who police say slashed at the officer with a knife. 

2/1/18 10p/11p 2:45
A community says they’ve been living in fear since dangerous robbers targeted a local business and brutally shot the 
60-year old owner. Police gave video exclusively to Fox 5 showing the men in the violent ambush. And now, 
investigators say they’re concerned the same guys may be targeting other Latino businesses around town. 

2/1/18 10p/11p 3:35
It’s explosive video of a school bus fight with an unexpected participant, a parent. Now the Lawrenceville mother 
involved in the fight on a bus at Central Gwinnett High School is out of jail after being arrested at home. Fox 5 
obtained a cell phone video recording which police call a key piece of evidence. 

2/2/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 7:10
Three violent robbers on the run... now the FBI is asking for the public’s help in identifying the dangerous serial 
robbers. Agents say the men have hit eight stores in just two weeks.  They have punched an employee and fire shots.

2/2/18 5p                              1:35
A family run business that's been in DeKalb County for 37 years is fed up after thieves hit them yet again
The owners of the shop say there's nothing of value inside the store, but the damage the criminals cause is what's 
hurting them.

2/2/18 5p 1:50
A young Gwinnett county man shoots and kills a thief trying to break into his family's car. It happened at around 1 
this morning at a home off Mayfield Farms Drive in unincorporated Lawrenceville. Police say they aren't sure why 
the burglar targeted the home. 

2/2/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 8:35
An unspeakable crime in Brookhaven, where police say a 12-year-old boy is the victim of sexual assault.
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Investigators tell us the boy was outside at an apartment complex on Buford Highway when two men snatched him, 
and dragged him into an apartment. Tonight -- one of those men is in custody but the second suspect is on the run.

2/2/18 5p/6/10p 6:15
It was a wild scene as customers hit the pavement to dodge bullets--the chaos unfolding around 4:00 this afternoon 
outside an O’Reilly Autoparts store on Cleveland avenue. Police tell us they were forced to open fire after a man 
robbed the store, then tried to carjack someone before taking aim at officers.   

2/2/18 6p/10p                5:10
A victim of car thieves, not once... but twice – now, A metro Atlanta man says he's fed up, after crooks target him 
for a second time... and in the same area. Archie Teron Head took his outrage to social media -- and issued a 
warning about the popular shopping center near Hartsfield-Jackson airport.

2/2/18 6p/10p/11                  7:50
Gruesome details in a Gwinnett county courtroom of the murders of a Lawrenceville couple left loved ones in tears 
today. The teens who pled guilty to murdering the couple admitted to caulking the doors of the home so smell would 
not escape. The two teenagers, one of them the granddaughter of the victims, entered guilty pleas in a crime the 
judge described as planned, heinous and despicable.

2/2/18 10p/11p 3:35
A shocking scene caught on police dash cam video--The scene played out Thursday in the northeast Georgia town of 
Clayton. Police tell us it started with a speeding violation... But escalated to a chase...That ended with deadly shots 
fired.

2/2/18 10p/11p 4:15
A 13 year old girl was sitting in the car... waiting for her parents who were inside a grocery store...when suddenly 
she was staring down the barrel of a gun. Roswell police want to track down the man who robbed the young girl just 
moments after he shoplifted from Kroger.

2/3/18 6p/10p/11p 5:15
Atlanta police need your help identifying four young men seen on surveillance video leaving an apartment complex 
in southeast Atlanta.  Police say one of them assaulted a woman as she was taking her groceries into her home at the 
Ashley apartment complex off Bell Street. 

2/3/18 6p/10p/11p 6:50
A heartbroken family... begs for help finding the drive who hit a 60-year-old man and drove off.  That man -- Wayne 
Bauman -- is in the hospital with serious injuries. Atlanta police urgently want to find the driver who struck Bauman 
on Martin Luther King Jr Boulevard and then drove away. Witnesses say Bauman was on the sidewalk when he was 
hit.

2/5/18 5p/6p 5:20
Atlanta police are looking for some patient robbers. The victim says they followed him for hours before they struck. 
The man says he bought Louis Vuitton luggage at Lenox Square, then drove to Chastain Plaza for dinner. The 
robbers waited until after the victim finished his food before they struck.

2/5/18 5p/6p 4:25
She said she robbed -- for a cause. The FBI says the "freedom fighter bandit" is behind a string of bank robberies 
across Georgia. But tonight -- Nilsa Marie Urena is behind bars -- accused in at least eight robberies.

2/5/18 5p/6p/10p 8:00
Terrifying moments for a mother -- as she hides in her bathroom -- while a teeange gunman barricades himself 
inside her home. Police say it all started when a 15-year-old boy broke into two trucks at a home on Appleton Court 
in DeKalb county. A father and son who were inside the house were able to get out. But the mother didn't. Instead 
she hid inside while the gunman engaged in a standoff with police.
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2/5/18 6p/10p 3:25
Atlanta police release video of the men they say are responsible for stealing seven vehicles right off a car 
dealership's lot. And they probably could have gotten more, had it not been for the fact one of the stolen cars was 
involved in a crash right down the road from team auto sales on Campbellton Road.

2/5/18 10p 2:30
Tonight the FBI is worried after a group of dangerous armed robbers strike for the ninth time.  The feds say the crew 
started their spree in Union City but has now moved further north to Cherokee county.

2/5/18 10p/11p 4:00
An urgent warning tonight from police about thieves who want to rip you off. Scammers are calling people across 
metro Atlanta claiming they're cops... And conning folks out of cash. Get this... These calls are even scarier because 
they come up as being from the police.

2/5/18 10p/11p 4:10
From high school music teacher to inmate. Ryan Harvey worked at Woodland High School in Stockbridge.
He's now in the Henry county jail.  The 23-year-old started working at the school less than 2 years ago. 
Now he's facing charges included aggravated child molestation.

2/5/18 11p 2:05
A man was killed in a hit and run crash Friday morning near the intersection of College Avenue and Candler 
Road.Now, the victim's family hopes you can help them get answers.

2/6/18 5p/6p/10p 4:55
New video tonight, of a violent attempted robbery. A camera captures the desperate moments as a customer runs 
from the convenience store after -- Atlanta police say -- a gunman demanded his money, and chased him. Now -- 
investigators are releasing the video in hopes someone will recognize the suspects. This happened in northwest 
Atlanta, at a Texaco on Donald Lee Hollowell Parkway.

2/6/18 5p/6p 4:15
Speeding behind the wheel of a stolen car, leaving destruction in his path—tonight, Georgia State Patrol says the 
man behind the chaos on the road is behind bars—after causing a chain of wrecks along Fayetteville Road in 
southeast Atlanta. One of the victims—an innocent man—was rushed to the hospital in serious condition.

2/6/18 5p/6p 5:05
The Douglas county sheriff's office just has released dash cam video from deadly chase and crash. Over the 
weekend -- a 30-year-old man who had four children in the car led deputies on a chase down Thornton road. None 
of the children wore seatbelts, but deputies could not see them. Sadly, the driver and the ten year old front seat 
passenger died. The three other children remain in the hospital tonight.

2/7/18 5p/6p/10p 7:30
Jail officials say this inmate at the Fulton county jail thought no one would be able to read the 'encrypted letter' he 
wrote. But he was wrong. Jail supervisors say when they cracked the code -- they discovered a threat against one 
of their staffers.

2/7/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 8:20
The hunt for a kidnapper. DeKalb county police just released this picture of a man wanted for the abduction of a 14-
year-old girl yesterday morning.  And police say she isn't the first girl he's targeted.  The girl is a student at Miller 
Grove High School. She says the man you see in the sketch 'forced' her into an SUV as she walked to school. He let 
her go a short time later.

2/7/18 6p 1:40
A Cobb County judge sentences a mother convicted of killing her toddler for money. Prosecutors say the mother 
took out credit cards in the child’s name before and after his death...and had a 50 thousand dollar life insurance 
policy on him.
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2/7/18 10p/11p 4:00
Tonight -- an end to a deadly rampage in Floyd county, as the man deputies say was behind it -- sits behind bars.  
Authorities tell us the spree included gunfire at two separate stores... a robbery... and the murder of a store clerk -- 
all within a matter of minutes.

2/7/18 11pm 2:00
Robbers roaming one neighborhood targeting tech students. In just 2 weeks these crooks have ripped off 3 different 
students. Now Atlanta police say they're teaming up with other police agencies for a 'crime crackdown'...With the 
goal of putting these criminals in a cell.

2/07 – 08/18 10P/6P 10:42
Burglary 20 Questions-The Fox 5 I-Team investigated the best ways to stop a burglar. We surveyed 99 convicted 
burglars in the Georgia prison system and asked them the same 20 questions. What we learned may help explain 
why the state’s burglary stats are plummeting. Lights, cameras, no action. More than 60% of the convicts surveyed 
said they avoid houses with visible security cameras, houses with lights on and houses with TVs or radios on. And 
this should help you sleep better. 60% of the burglars said they prefer to break-in in the daytime. 

2/8/18 5p/6p/10p 5:30
Tonight -- heightened police presence near some south DeKalb county schools as officers search for the dangerous 
kidnapper. Investigators say he forced a teenage girl into an s-u-v  --- then approached three other girls.  The 
kidnapping happened as the girl walked to Miller Grove high school Tuesday morning.  Parents and students are 
understandably concerned about safety tonight.

2/8/18 5p/6p 3:25
Robbers target a Georgia Tech student and steal his wallet, phone, and laptop. It happened early this morning on 
state street. It's not the first time criminals have hit midtown. Criminals have robbed students at all these locations.
All the crime against Tech students has gotten the attention of Atlanta's police chief.

2/8/18 5p/6p/10p/11p              4:30
The GBI launched an investigation after an Atlanta police officer shot a suspect in southeast Atlanta today. Tonight 
that man is in ICU at Grady hospital.  Investigators say it started when they tried to stop a stolen vehicle on 
Jonesboro Road but the driver took off. They say he later crashed near South River Industrial Boulevard and Forrest 
Park Road. That’s where officers caught up with him. Police say the man then rammed a patrol car several times, 
took off once more, then crashed again. Police say officers opened fire at the second accident scene. 

2/9/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 23:50                         
Tonight, a community is crushed--three law enforcement officers were shot while trying to serve an arrest warrant in 
Locust Grove. A police officer is dead, two sheriff’s deputies have been rushed to the hospital. The shooting 
happened at a home on St. Frances Court.  Officials say the man the deputies were trying to arrest opened fire on 
them. One of the deputies fired back, killing the suspect. 

2/9/18 5p/6p/10p/11p   5:25
In southwest Atlanta where the Georgia state patrol has called in the GBI to investigate a shooting. This one 
involved a Georgia State Patrol trooper. The GBI says the trooper shot a man who was running from the law. The 
man died at the scene. 

2/10/18 6p/10p/11p 7:55
A procession led a fallen hero back home. 26 year old officer chase maddox lost his life yesterday as a gunman 
opened fire on a locust grove officer and two deputies... One of which is still in the hospital. 

2/10/18 10p/11p 3:35
One person is dead after a shooting near a clothing store in northwest Atlanta. It happened on Howell Mill road. and 
officials tell us a man was shot in the chest. 
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2/11/18 6p/10p/11p 4:45
Atlanta police are on the lookout for a gunman after two people were shot in the middle of the day. It happened on 
Martin Luther King Junior Drive just after 11:30 this morning. 

2/12/18 5p/6p 4:20
Gunned down in the middle of a parking lot.
The son of a prominent community activist was shot to death as he tried to fix a flat tire. Justin Edwards -- son of 
activist Joel Edwards  -- pulled over in a parking lot on Memorial Drive on Saturday night to check his tires when 
someone shot him and ran away. 

2/12/18 5p/6p 4:00
Atlanta police have released a sketch of man they’re calling a person of interest in a double shooting. One of the 
victims in the shooting died.It happened yesterday at the intersection of Martin Luther King Jr Drive and Joseph E 
Lowery Boulevard.

2/12/18 10p/11pm 4:10
Fake cops... With real guns -- Chamblee police say two police impersonators put guns to the heads of their victims 
and robbed them.  Police say the two are also riding around in a car that looks very much like a real police cruiser.

2/13/18 5p/6p 4:00
Douglasville police called off a high speed chase after speeds reached over a hundred miles an hour Over the past 
two and half weeks Douglasville has had five cases of people sliding into cars at gas stations and stealing purses.  
Officers almost caught them on Sunday but said it became too dangerous to continue the pursuit.

2/13/18 5p/6p 5:05
Dark streets -- and dangerous situations -- robbers keep targeting Georgia Tech students as they walk late at night. 
We've told you about 'seven robberies' around the tech campus just this year. And Atlanta's police chief says 
Georgia Power is partially to blame for all the crime -- because street lights are out -- and roads are dark.

2/13/18 10p 2:35
You're shopping at the grocery store, when someone distracts you...And then all of a sudden your wallet is *gone*.
From Fayetteville to Alpharetta... Norcross to Johns Creek... several police departments are searching for the two 
women and one man who they say are behind a string of thefts, and may be targeting elderly women.

2/13/18 10p 2:35
A sting operation ends a dangerous crime spree. Police say they've busted the ring-leader of a dangerous gang that's 
breaking into cars to steal guns. It's been happening all over the metro Atlanta area-- and tonight police say they're 
on their way to taking the crew down.

2/14/18 5p/6p 4:30
Police say an i-phone app helped find the body of a missing woman. A friend discovered the woman's body at 
around 2 a-m on a trail off MLK Junior drive near Atlanta Heights charter school. That friend had used the "find my 
friend app" on his phone. 

2/14/18 5p/6p 4:40
Crimes all over metro Atlanta -- car break-ins and thefts, that leave the owners frustrated -- and out a lot of money. 
Now police say they've arrested the ring leaders of a theft ring responsible for hundreds of car break-ins and thefts.
Officers say they've hit in all of these places around metro Atlanta, taking valuables out of cars -- and in some cases 
the entire car.

2/14/18 6p/10p 4:05
A Stephenson high school senior steps off the school bus -- and is suddenly staring down the barrel of a gun. Dekalb 
county police say two armed robbers told the student to give them everything... even his expensive designer 
sneakers.  What's even more disturbing--officers tell us one of those armed suspects is the victim's *classmate and is 
actually a standout football player at the school. 
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2/14/18 10p/11p 4:15
It's a crime that stretches back five years and tens of thousands of dollars...Today, Athens-Clarke county police say 
they arrested a county employee and a vendor stealing taxpayer money.  

2/15/18 5p 2:10
Asleep one minute-staring down the barrel of a gun the next.  Tonight we have a warning for truckers traveling in 
metro Atlanta. A robber ambushed and violently robbed a big-rig driver who was sleeping in the cab of his semi.

2/15/18 5p/6p 4:45
A woman is accused of stealing a little dog from a local animal shelter. Take a look-- she picks up the dog to pet it 
and then puts it in her coat.  As you can see, surveillance cameras captured the entire thing. Now... workers at the 
Fulton county animal shelter want the dog back. And Atlanta police want your help to find the woman. 

2/15/18 10p 2:20
The search is on tonight for a woman Gwinnett county police say swindled hundreds of thousands of dollars from 
six people. Now they are searching for 44 year old Lorena Mena and other victims who may be reluctant to come 
forward.

2/15/18 11p 1:40
A man's body -- riddled with bullets -- is found behind a church in DeKalb county Police say a passerby spotted the 
body this afternoon. Tonight -- they're trying to figure out who he is and who shot him.

2/15/18 11p 1:45
Thousands of dollars worth of parts, cut from your car -- and in just a matter of minutes. Catalytic converter crimes 
are plaguing metro Atlanta -- And tonight police are warning people to guard their cars from these skilled thieves.

2/16/18 5p/6p 5:20
It's a problem all over metro Atlanta. Thieves smashing into cars and taking your stuff. Police arrest them but they're 
released quickly. The police chief says there's not enough jail space to keep the thieves in jail.  APD chief Erika 
Shields tells residents she's now asking local judges to stop the "revolving door" at the jails. 

2/16 – 17/18 10P/6P 11:10
Richard Merritt-The Fox 5 I-Team discovered a high profile attorney settling civil cases in secret and pocketing the 
money. Cobb County police accuse attorney Richard Merritt of stealing hundreds of thousands of dollars from more 
than a dozen victims. But the I-Team learned police were told about Merritt’s actions several years before his arrest, 
but took no action. Merritt now faces a multi-count indictment, but his former clients worry they will never see their 
money.

2/17/18 10p/11p 3:15
A man is found shot to death in a backyard in Clayton County. It happened in the area of Yancey drive and Hendrix 
drive in Forest Park.

2/18/18 10p 4:25
Atlanta police say a man is dead after he got into an argument with an Uber eats driver in Buckhead.  And now the 
search is on for the killer. 

2/19/18 6p 2:20
A call for food delivery takes a deadly turn in Buckhead. Tonight --- an Uber eats driver is accused of murdering 
one of his customers. Robert Bivines turned himself in at the Atlanta police department this afternoon. He had only 
worked for the company for a week when police say he got into an argument with Ryan Thornton Saturday night.

2/19/18 10p 2:40
An investigator with DeKalb county magistrate court-- behind bars in another county. Marques Smith was pulled 
over in Butts county and deputies say he was hauling a pound of pot and a load of guns, including two a-r 15 rifles.
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2/20/18 5p/6p/11p 7:45
Anger and outrage as people learn their neighbor is accused of starting the fire that destroyed their homes. Adrienne 
Satterly is now charged with 14 counts of first degree arson. Police say Satterly intentionally started this huge fire 
that damaged or destroyed nearly 20 homes in a Hiram subdivision. Investigators say she piled up mattresses in her 
home—lit them on fire—then walked away while the fire burned.

2/20/18 5p/6p 3:45
A gruesome discovery leaves a neighborhood shaken. It was a body wrapped in plastic, found on the side of the 
road.  Tonight, police are investigating how the man died. And *if* he was murdered then, dumped off of Warriors 
Path and Flat Shoals Parkway. 

2/20/18 11p 1:25
The search is on for the gunman who shot and killed a 19 year old outside a church. Omar Johnson was killed while 
walking through the parking lot of Big Miller Grove Baptist church in Lithonia. 

2/20/18 11p 2:25
Tonight cops are looking for a Crown Vic that looks a lot like one they might have driven. APD says the black and 
white ford hit another car then carjacked that driver before shooting him. This all happening in south west Atlanta

2/21/18 5p/6p 3:05
The FBI is now involved in tracking down one of the Atlanta police departments most wanted fugitives.
They suspect 22-year-old Cedric Deon Cauley of robbing an Atlanta technical college student.

2/21/18 5p/6p 4:55
Police are trying to figure out whether an arrest has solved crimes all over metro Atlanta. College park police 
arrested Dante Bell for car break-ins and car thefts last week. Today -- officers from all of these areas met to 
determine whether he's responsible for crimes in their cities.

2/21/18 5p/6p 4:40
Take a good look at the two men in this surveillance video. Fulton county police want to question them about the 
deadly shooting. The shooting happened at the Country Squire apartments on Cascade Road. Officers found Robert 
Corker junior shot to death in the breezeway.

2/21/18 6p/11p 3:50
A 17-year old is in jail and two people are recovering in the hospital tonight after police say the teenager stabbed his 
father and brother in Gwinnett county. He was eventually captured not far from the scene of the crime.

2/21/18 10p 2:45
To sum it up -- it was a hit and run... With a heist in the middle. Tonight Atlanta police are warning other drivers of 
this dangerous scheme.  And they're asking for your help in identifying a car involved in this roadway robbery.

2/21/18 11p 1:40
A horrible scene in DeKalb county... A father charged with the unthinkable... Police say he 'murdered' his 5 year old 
child.

2/22/18 5p/6p/10p 5:05
A Coweta county woman faces serious charges of both running from the law and actually running into the law 
during a high-speed chase. 20-year-old Caitlin Brooke Payne was allegedly running from deputies when they say 
she ran into a patrol car that wasn't part of the pursuit.

2/22/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 15:50
A father gunned down in front of two children.  Now, police think it's part of a shooting spree across Fulton and 
Dekalb counties -- and the gunfire appears to be random. The first shooting happened along I-20 just east of Holmes 
drive in Atlanta at around 12:15 this morning. Then, just four miles away, another driver was shot in the neck 
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shortly after 2:30. Then, just about an hour later -- on Shropshire Lane in Dekalb county -- that father was gunned 
down.

2/22/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 11:05
A father arrested -charged with an unimaginable crime --brutally murdering his 5-year-old son then, burying him in 
the backyard. His wife told police he did it because he thought the world was ending. The details of this case are 
disturbing. Police say he beat the little boy to death with a shovel -- and then buried him in the backyard. All while 
other children were in the house.

2/23/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 9:55
An arrest in a shooting spree that terrified metro Atlanta. Police now say Mikael Callaway is responsible for the 
brutal murder of a father, two shootings, and a robbery all within hours of each other. 

2/23/18 5p/6p/10p 5:20
Fulton county police have released new surveillance video of two men wanted in connection to a deadly shooting. It 
happened Tuesday at the Country Squire apartment complex on Cascade Road. Officers found the victim in a 
breezeway at the complex. And now they want to question them about their involvement in the murder of 20-year 
old robert cocker junior.

2/23/18 10p/11p 4:10
A wanted man boasts on social media that he'd out-run police and that officers would never take him alive. That's 
according to Grantville police who tell us that did turn out to be the case for Victor Cameron. Cameron already had 
warrants out for his arrest, when he led officers on a high speed chase down I-85 last week. The chase cost Cameron 
his life.

2/23/18 10p/11p 4:20
A frightening fill-up at a gas station in Henry county. Police telling us 2 or 3 men had a gunfight at a Quick Trip in 
McDonough, Plenty of bullet holes cover an employee's car and now... Police are trying to figure out what led up to 
the fire fight.

2/23/18 11p 2:10
A man's body found wrapped in plastic has been identified. A DeKalb County detective confirmed that the body 
found Tuesday morning on the side of the road in DeKalb County is that of Steven Blevins. The family tells us they 
call him man-man. Because he was the first man of their tight knit family.

2/25/18 10p/11p 3:10
Tonight a South Gwinnett high school student is facing charges after police say the student made threats about the 
school on social media. Parents learned of the incident after the principal sent out a letter this weekend.

2/26/18 5p/6p 4:20
A feud between two business owners hits a boiling point, Now one of them is charged with aggravated assault, with 
intent to commit murder. Video shows the altercation where one of the business owners slams his car into the other 
owner’s – pushing him towards oncoming traffic.

2/26/18 5p/6p 5:05
After the massacre at Stoneman Douglas high school -- school districts all over metro Atlanta have seen an increase 
in threats made on social media and we've seen a number of teenagers arrested. Atlanta police, the FB, and the GBI 
are investigating after threats were made against four Atlanta high schools – Maynard Jackson, South Atlanta, 
Carver, and Washington. Police across metro Atlanta want teenagers to know that these threats aren't a joke -- 
they're crimes. 

2/26/18 5p/6p 4:30
Crime scene tape marks the spot of a heartbreaking shooting. A little girl -- just four years old -- shot in the head. 
The shooting happened early this morning at an apartment complex in LaGrange, in Troup county.The little girl's 
mother -- and two other children were in the apartment when the little girl was shot.
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2/26/18 10p 2:35
A couple of clever robbers are now on the run –Atlanta police say they used a simple disguise to get in and out of a 
house without neighbors noticing. Investigators tell us the armed men held up a group of painters at work—then 
slipped away.  Officers say the robbers simply put on vests. 

2/27/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 9:15
Not even state lawmakers are safe from slider crimes. Thieves slid into state representative sharon cooper's car, as 
she pumped gas at a chevron on Northside parkway in Atlanta. Then, they drove off with her car. The thieves also 
got away with her state capitol identification card and her state checkbook. Fox 5's morse diggs looks at how anyone 
can become the victim of slider crimes. 

2/28/18 5p/6p 4:55
Police have just announced more arrests in the deadly Barcelona wine bar shooting.  Atlanta police department's 
'fugitive task force unit' was waiting on Terry Jones when he landed at Atlanta Hartsfield Jackson international 
airport this morning. And in just the last hour, we’ve learned that police made a second arrest today. That brings the 
number of people arrested to four.  They're accused of murdering restaurant Chelsea Beller during a robbery in 
November -- even though she did exactly what she was told to do. 

2/28/18 5p/6p 3:45
Take a good look at the man in the sketch. Police say he attacked and raped a 13-year-old girl. The girl told police 
the man approached her from behind last Friday as she walked along the railroad tracks on South Stone Mountain---
Lithonia road. Police hope this sketch will help detectives find the man accused of this horrible crime.

2/28/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 10:05
A high school teacher has been arrested. Police say Jesse Randal Davidson fired a shot and then, barricaded himself 
in a classroom at Dalton high school in Whitfield County in far north Georgia. 

2/28/18 6p 2:10
A disturbing discovery at an apartment complex in Douglas county -- Authorities found a man's body early this 
morning on the property. Deputies say this was not an accident -- confirming they're now investigating a homicide.

3/01/18 5p/6p/10p 4:20
Disturbing new information about one of the suspects arrested for the deadly Barcelona bar robbery. Police arrested 
Ira Williams Wednesday afternoon for the November murder of Chelsea Beller. Police say her robbers shot her even 
though she did everything they told her to do. Now we've learned Williams was a suspect in another murder case 
months before Beller's murder.

3/01/18 5p/6p 3:00
A gruesome discovery in an east point neighborhood. Children walking to the bus stop found a dead woman in the 
apartment complex. Police say this is a homicide. Christy Hutchings with "the new talk 1067" spoke with the parent 
of one of the children who discovered the murder.

3/01/18 5p/6p 3:30
Accusations of sex for drugs---Tonight 8 people face federal charges for opioid distribution. Among them --- a well-
known former county medical examiner and forensic pathologist. Another three-dozen face local charges.
This is an investigation that covers much of north Georgia and a large number of agencies across the state.

3/1/18 10p/11p 3:00
A principal disarms a local high school student-- within seconds of learning about a loaded gun. This is a case of 
taking action under pressure. Within two minutes of learning a student had weapon-- a Coweta county principal had 
already dis-armed the teenager. The scare happened this afternoon at east Coweta high. Fox five's Doug Evans 
spoke with the principal...  Who said he didn't have time to think and just prayed that everything would go right.
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3/2/18 5p/6p 3:00
Gwinnett police want to find and arrest Perth Earl. Earl is accused of strangling Angela Burnett. The couple's two 
children, along with a special needs young adult... Were in the house when burnett was murdered. Police say earl 
has 10-year-criminal history -- and has been trespassing in burnett's home over the last year.

3/2/18 5p/6p 3:20
We all know car break-ins are a huge problem in the city of Atlanta. They make up 40 percent of the crime in the 
city. But what you may not know -- is the thieves are getting away with guns. Lots of guns -- a thousand of them 
over the last year. And criminals use those guns to commit other crimes.

3/2/18 5p/6p 3:00
This poor dog is recovering from a horrible case of abuse. Someone wrapped tape around her head and neck. 
Tonight -- workers at the Fulton county animal shelter in Atlanta are taking care of her. But police still want to 
figure out *who taped up this dog. 

3/2/18 5p/6p 4:00
Police departments around metro Atlanta encourage homeowners to invest in inexpensive doorbell cameras to stop 
so-called porch pirates.  Those are thieves who steal packages from your front door steps. Many times, the crimes 
take place within just minutes of the mail carrier delivering a package. Carroll county authorities have home video 
of one such thief.  

3/2/18 5p/6p 3:10
It was a horrific murder that left our community in shock. A little boy killed-- nearly decapitated. Investigators say-- 
it was at the hands of his own father. That man, montrais boyd went before a judge today. During the hearing 
detectives described the heartbreaking scene. Fox 5's Portia Burner talked exclusively to family members who 
believe the child's death, could have been prevented. 

3/2/18 10p/11p 3:00
They're threatening and they're scary. Scammers...  Pretending to be from the power company... Saying they're going 
to cut off someone's power.  And they seem to be targeting small business owners.

3/4/18 10p/11p 3:00
A teenager is dead tonight after a shooting in northwest Atlanta. It happened on mercury drive.

3/5/18 5p/6p 3:00
Stolen cars --- shots fired and a high-speed chase across two states and four different counties. It all started in 
Cleburne county, Alabama --And came to an end in Paulding county when troopers say the suspect -- who was 
already injured from a gunshot wound -- crashed the stolen truck.

3/5/18 5p/6p 3:30
An Atlanta high school football player --Shot dead during a night out with friends. And tonight --- another teen is 
behind bars for his death. Police say 17-year-old Jeffery reeves was playing with a pistol in a room full of people at 
a home on mercury drive in Atlanta... When the gun fired. The bullet hit 15-year-old Carlos Davis --- who was a 
sophomore at mays high school.

3/5/18 5p/6p 2:30
Jury selection is now underway in the murder trial involving a high-profile Atlanta attorney. Tex McIver has always 
said the 2016 shooting of his wife was an accident ---But prosecutors claims that's not the real story. Fox 5's 
Aungelique Proctor was in the courtroom today...  Where some key rulings were also made that could have a major 
impact on this case.

3/5/18 10p/11p 3:00
A community in shock after deputies say a 23-year-old man was killed trying to protect children in the 
neighborhood. According to Douglas County Sheriff's Office Kalliber chambers yelled to a driver speeding in the 
birch landing apartment complex to slow down. And when the driver stopped, the situation took a deadly turn.
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3/5/18 10/11p 2:00
A dorm room intruder arrested on the campus of Clark Atlanta university. Students say a strange man went into 
several rooms overnight and stood over them as they slept. Fox five's Marissa Mitchell spoke to students and 
authorities about this disturbing violation of privacy.

3/6/18 5/6pm                               4:30
In Dunwoody -- a home surveillance camera catches a burglary suspect breaking into a home in broad daylight. The 
homeowner tells us thousands of dollars worth of items were stolen. Tonight -- he's sharing the surveillance video in 
hopes that somebody will recognize the man.

3/6/18                5/6/10p                                 7:20
Authorities bust a prison gang that they say is responsible for the murders of three law enforcement officers. The 
members may all be behind bars -- but their crimes are spilling out into the community. U-S attorneys announce 
they've busted the "Ghostface Gangsters" who operate in prisons across the state. 23 members of the gang have been 
indicted. They're accused of a list of crimes including shooting five law enforcement officers. Three of those officers 
died. Polk county police detective, Kristen Hearne, was shot as she responded to a call about a stolen car. And 
sergeants Christopher Monica and Curtis Billue died after they were shot when two inmates escaped a prison 
tranport bus in Putnam county. Prosecutors say the "ghostface gangsters" began in prisons in cobb county.

3/7/18                    5/6/11p 3:45
Gwinnett county police need your help identifying two bold thieves. In home surveillance video, you can see one of 
the thieves pulling back the chamber on a handgun as if he was expecting a confrontation. Thankfully, no one was 
home at the time -- but the crooks got away with gaming consoles, a safe, and even a gun.

3/8/18 5/6/10p                        6:50
Terrifying moments for two Marietta police officers - One is thrown into the road--The other is kidnapped --  
trapped inside a car when a driver speeds away from a traffic stop and starts a high speed chase.

3/8/18                                       5/6/10p 4:35
Roswell police need your help to find a rape suspect. Take a good look at Christopher Gampel. Police say he met a 
woman through a dating app then slipped her a date rape drug, then attacked her.

3/8/18 5/6p 4:15
She was asleep in her own bed in her own home - when bullets flew through the window hitting a 10-year-old girl. 
The shooting happened at an apartment complex on Embarcadero Boulevard. Tonight -- the search is on for the 
shooter.

3/8/18 5pm 3:25
A suspected gang member turns himself in at the Clayton County sheriff's office. Sheriff's deputies say Houston 
Glasco is a documented member of the "59 brims blood gang." The sheriff's office released these photos that it says 
shows Glasco's association with the gang. Deputies say their plan is to eradicate all gangs from clayton county. 

3/8/18 6/10/11p                                       6:35
Turning now to a fox five exclusive -- gang activity in Atlanta is more potent than they've heard before. We've 
learned Atlanta police investigators have files on nearly 150 gangs inside the city limits. Fox 5's Morse Diggs joins 
us live in an area the police chief calls the home base of the most dangerous gang in the city.

3/8/18 10/11p 4:40
Big developments in a case that we first told you about last night. Gwinnett county police are searching for this 
robber who's wanted for terrorizing metro Atlanta businesses, all while faking an illness. Now-- police have linked 
him to similar crimes in henry county... And they think he's responsible for even more.
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3/9/18 5/6/11p 5:20
A Decatur family is outraged after thieves put a hold on their weekend plans.  The family had plans to leave town 
for a motor cross race their sons compete in- They went to get in the van to leave, but saw their motorcycles were 
gone.

3/9/18 5/6/11p 6:00
Days before the case was to go to trial, a sense of closure for the family of a murdered Cobb County teacher.
It's been almost two years since Jenna Wall was shot and killed at the hands of her mother-in-law. Elizbaeth Wall 
entered a guilty but mentally ill plea today in court.

3/9/18 5/6p 4:25
More than 30 shell casings litter the ground outside a home on topaz trail after a shooting last night. Amid the hail of 
gunfire -- one of the bullets struck an innocent teenage girl in the back. Tonight she's recovering in the hospital. And 
police want to figure out who's behind this violent attack.

3/9/18 5p 4:10
He was just trying to save a troubled relationship --That's what the family of Timothy Davis says was happening, 
when he was shot and killed this afternoon. DeKalb county police are calling the shooting "a domestic incident". 
Investigators detained the victim's live-in girlfriend after the shooting.

3/9/18 10p 2:20
You owe thousands of dollars in back-taxes... and you''ll be taken into custody if you don't pay up --These are 
common claims made by scammers, who are just after your money. But one group of *fake* IRS agents targeted the 
wrong number -- a 9-1-1 dispatcher with Gwinnett County police. And the dispatcher didn't let the scammer off 
easy.

3/9/18                                          10/11p 3:55
Police say he set two houses and two trucks on fire... And threatened to burn his friend alive! Now police in Bartow 
County are trying to track down the arsonist. 

3/10/18 10/11p 3:25
Now to a fox five news alert--two police agencies are searching for a man they say is posing as a cop, pulling omen 
over then sexually assaulting them before letting them go. It happened Friday morning in Atlanta. Then a few hours 
later- another incident in Cobb County. Investigators are working to determine if the two attacks are connected.

3/11/18 10/11p 4:50
He's accused of stabbing his wife and then kidnapping their little girl.  Tonight, a Cobb county man is behind bars 
and his daughter is safe after a multi-county search. Police arrested 33-year-old Marlon Dobbins of Bableton just 
before 3 o'clock this afternoon.

3/11/18 10/11p 5:10
Armed, dangerous, and on the run tonight.
DeKalb county police are working to find the man that shot two people-- killing one of them. We know that victim 
was a single father of three. And in fact he was gunned down in front of his kids. The shooting happened Saturday 
afternoon during a custody exchange at Stonecrest apartments on Evans Mill road. Police say the man responsible is 
39-year old Charvez Ryals- the mother's new boyfriend. 

3/12/18 5/6/11p 5:20
We now have a jury in the murder trial of a Buckhead lawyer who admits he shot and killed his wife. A jury of six 
women and six men will decide if Tex McIver murdered his wife -- or if it was just a tragic accident. McIver admits 
that he shot his wife, Diane, as they drove with a friend near Piedmont Park in September of 20-16. But he claims 
the gun accidentally went off. McIver is now on trial for malice murder and six other charges.  
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3/12/18 5/6p 5:05
A Cobb County teenager remains in the hospital tonight after police say a woman used a dating app to rob him. 
According to DeKalb police, the 19-year-old met the young woman online. The pair met up on Sunday and she 
drove him to a wooded area in Lithonia where she and two men held him up.

3/13/18 5/6/10/11p 8:00
A son rushes to save his mother when a would be robber tries to steal the family's car. Police say the only thing the 
crook got away with....is his own gunshot wounds. It happened in the Cooks Landing neighborhood in Fulton 
county. 

3/13/18 10/11p 4:45
Tonight -- two men are behind bars, accused in a string of car thefts... And it was one of the victims who helped in 
the arrests. Conyers police tell us the woman was driving on I-20, when she spotted her stolen s-u-v on a trailer and 
called 9-1-1.

3/13/18 10/11p 3:55
Car thieves lead police on a chase-- endangering lives during the busy rush hour. That chase ended with a multi-car 
crash on I-20. Two of the three suspects are behind bars-- and the search is on tonight for the third.

3/13/18 11p 1:20
A fright at the florist. One woman says a couple 'slammed her' -- pilfered her purse -- and tried to rip off her ride. 
Tonight cops have a big clue they hope will 'collar this crew.' 

3/14/18 5/6/10p 7:00
The data of millions of Americans was at risk but he allegedly took the opportunity to make nearly a million 
dollars... those are the allegations levied against a former Equifax executive.  The U.S. Attorney's office announcing 
today the indictment of Jun Ying for insider trading and securities fraud in the wake of the Equifax data breach.  

3/14/18 5/6p 3:40
Riverdale police are investigating after a 13-year-old claims a suspicious man approached her at the bus stop. The 
girl says he told her to get in the car, but instead she ran home to her grandmother and they called police.

3/15/18 5/6/10p 5:25
Debris and shattered glass are all that's left of the front of this College Park convenience store. That's after police say 
thieves broke in early this morning to steal an ATM.  Police want to track down the three men who they say used a 
van as a battering ram to get inside the Virginia Avenue Exxon.  

3/15/18 5/6p 3:45
A man is shot and killed in his own garage -- his body, left there for hours, until a neighbor made the shocking 
discovery. Fulton county police say two men entered the garage early this morning, robbed the victim, then shot 
him…shots heard by neighbors this morning. 

3/15/18 11p 2:20
A heartbreaking case of dog-napping in Dekalb county --A woman arrives at Paws Atlanta to pick up her new dog... 
only to learn it had been stolen. Investigators say someone snatched the dog out of its kennel and ran out a side door.

3/16/18 5/6/11p 7:25
Scammed out of their life savings --Investigators say computer thieves took advantage of and stole from some 
elderly widows in Coweta county. But tonight, a lucky break -- sheriff's deputies tell fox five they've been able to 
return *most* of the stolen cash.

3/16/18 5/6/11p 6:30
A shootout in northwest Atlanta injures a seven-year-old boy. Now, police are looking for two gunmen. It happened 
on charlotte place northwest. According to police -- a woman’s boyfriend and ex-boyfriend got into a fight and then, 
started shooting. A bullet hit the woman's seven-year-old brother.
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3/16/18 5/6/11p 5:25
A massive, multi-state child exploitation bust ends with the arrest of 76 people. Those arrested range in age from 
just 17 to 72. 13 children were also rescued. Investigators conducted operations in all these states -- including 
Georgia. In our state -- 34 people were arrested. Investigators say six of them traveled to Georgia to have sex with a 
minor. Eight of the people arrested were registered sex offenders.

3/16/18 11p 2:00
She works for an agency meant to protect children. But Henry county police say a Division of Family and Children 
Services employee abused her own child and recently bonded out of jail on a first degree- cruelty to children charge.

3/16/18 11p 1:20
Pow, Pow, pow... that’s how witnesses describe a dangerous drive-by gunman who cops say can't stop shooting. 
Tonight police are sharing the video of the violence with just one station.

3/18/18 10/11p 3:45
A Gwinnett county man is shot and killed while his wife and 19-year old daughter watch during what police are 
calling a home invasion. Right now, police are looking for three suspects.

3/19/18 5/6/10p 6:40
Authorities are locking "slider criminals" up as fast as they can -- but then new faces pop up to take the place of 
those in jail. Metro police agencies report *some* progress catching these so-called "sliders" -- the thieves who 
target gas stations, and steal items from cars, or even cars themselves. But police supervisors say it's a problem that's 
hard to control. There’s one hot corner in Buckhead where sliders have struck multiple times.

3/19/18 10p 1:50
Tonight a frightening situation in a Chamblee home. A woman wakes up to a find a man standing beside her bed 
touching himself. The woman says she had to do everything to fight the man off. It happened back on march 10-th in 
the 3800 block of Longview drive. The woman's four year old son was in bed with her when the intruder struck.

3/20/18 5/6/11p 6:50
A Fox 5 exclusive -- Atlanta's police chief says the city is so short on officers that they won't respond to some calls 
going forward. Chief Erika Shields says APD officers won't respond to shoplifting calls anymore. Instead -- officers 
will focus on more serious crimes. 

3/20/18 11p 1:20
Rattled and robbed at a rec center. It's a horrifying crime in southeast Atlanta that police are now investigating.
The victim believes her two attackers are teenagers.

3/20/18 11p 1:55
Tonight a disturbing story out of Newnan -- where police say young girls were forced to send nude photos to a now 
former Newnan high school student. So far police say 17 girls have come forward- but today an additional four 
claim to be victims as well.  The youngest victim is just 12 years old.

3/21/18 6p 2:00
A man ripped away from his family in the prime of his life-- And tonight, investigators believe these five people are 
responsible. Fulton county police released these surveillance images of the suspects who they think shot and killed 
26-year-old Elliott Johnson outside a gas station Tuesday morning.

3/21/18 6/11p 4:50
When her life was at stake...  a Floyd county woman pulled out mace and. when that wasn't enough. a gun.
And with the help of a friend --- this burglar wasn't going anywhere. They held him until police arrived to the home 
on Asbury drive.
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3/21/18 11p 1:40
An extreme case of neglect in Buford... where a disabled woman is found clinging to life in deplorable conditions. 
Two members of the woman's family are now facing charges.

3/21/18 11p 1:45
To catch a con man-- cops saying they've done that tonight. Senoia police arrest a man officers say stole the 
identities of several women to live rent free in metro Atlanta. Police 'initially thought' their suspect was a woman.

3/22/18 5/6p 3:50
A common kitchen item is used to hold up a clerk at a cell phone store. Gwinnett police want your help finding the 
thief who used a steak knife to rob a Norcross Boost Mobile.  

3/22/18 5/6p 3:00
A police chase involving an ambulance has ended in a crash and arrest. This has unfolded in the last hour over of 
Bouldercrest Drive and Flat Shoals road. 

3/22/18 5/6p 4:35
She's up bright and early -- making sure your children get to school safely. But while this crossing guard was doing 
her job -- crooks were targeting 'her.' They made off with her car. She was 'right next' to her car when it happened.

3/23/18 10/11p 2:50
A person has been shot near North Cobb high school. It happened just a short time ago on old 41 Highway 
northwest.

3/23/18 10/11p 3:40
Nearly a year after a woman was found brutally murdered in a cemetery in Polk county, police say they've found the 
man responsible.  A grand jury has indicted Roe Bowman in the death of 50 year old Tammy Chambers Wolfe. 
Police say Wolfe's body was found in her parked car at the Polk memory gardens last April.

3/23/18 11p 1:35
Broken glass....and full of dents. Forsyth county deputies are trying to track down whoever shot up a catering van 
and several businesses with a b-b gun. And a store owner says.... the damage to his property cost him thousands to 
repair.

3/24/18 10p/11p 3:00
The family of a hit and run victim laid him to rest But police still haven't found the driver who killed him. 
Atlanta police say the driver of a Honda pilot hit and killed 60-year-old Wayne Bauman as he walked down the 
sidewalk along martin Luther King Jr. drive and wellington street back in January.

3/25/18 6p/10p/11p 4:00
We begin tonight with the manhunt for a killer. Two people were fatally stabbed in Decatur... One of them a 14-
year-old girl.  This is the man police are looking for. His name is Royce Stewart. And this is a photo of the 14-year-
old Shykia ward. She and unidentified male were both found stabbed to death inside an apartment at the trinity walk 
complex in Decatur.

3/25/18 10p/11p 3:00
Tonight cobb county police say they are investigating new leads in their search for a man posing as a cop and 
sexually assaulting women. The fake officer assaulted two women back on march 9th--one in Atlanta, then four 
hours later another attack in cobb county.

3/26/18 10p/11p 3:00
A father talks about the terrifying moment when a bullet went through the window of his children's bedroom. 
His little girls were both asleep at the time. The children were not the intended target?
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3/27/18 5p/6p 3:00
A single shot rings out in the middle of the night -- and a man is dead. Police say the shooter was his own father. 
Police say a man who estranged from his family tried to break into his parents' home Chattahoochee hills in the 
south part of Fulton county. His father fired a shot -- killing the son. 

3/27/18 5p/6p 3:20
A community in union city is outraged after someone dumped tires in their neighborhood. And we're not talking 
about a few tires. Police say there are now thousands of them in the southwind subdivision. They say the know 
who's responsible for making the big mess.

3/27/18 5p/6p 4:00
A burglar is caught on camera breaking into a daycare. And this isn't the first time he's hit. Atlanta police are 
looking for the crook who targeted the "globe learning center" on myrtle drive in southwest Atlanta. The owner says 
the crime is particularly disturbing because the bad guy isn't getting much --- but the kids have to see the aftermath.

3/27/18 5p/6p 3:00
A Cobb County mother and her children escape --- after armed robbers force their way into their home ---demanding 
money. What you just saw is the moment the suspects realized the family got away. Tonight police are still trying to 
find the two men and a woman who was with them. It happened early this morning in the "Vinings Estate 
Subdvision" in Smyrna. The mother and children were able to get out unharmed and called 9-1-1.

3/27/18 10p/11p 2:40
They’re dangerous, deadly drugs that look like over the counter painkillers. And now, a warning from police to not 
ingest the pills. Coweta Country deputies have already linked the unmarked drugs to four overdoses and now they’re 
investigating whether one death may be linked to the pills. The overdoses started days ago and now police want to 
find the rest of those illegal pills before anyone else gets hurt. 

3/27/18 10p/11p 2:10
Fear and anger in a Gwinnett County neighborhood after people there say they want to know who bombarded their 
community with racist flyers. This is the second time in the past 2 weeks a metro Atlanta neighborhood has faced 
hate flyers. 

3/28/18 5p/6p 2:20
Breaking news out of Clayton County tonight -- where police are searching for gunmen involved in a double 
shooting. One man is dead -- and the other has serious injuries. The shooting happened along ridge trail in 
Riverdale. When police arrived the found two men shot inside a parked car. One of has died.

3/28/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 5:30
A heartbreaking crime -- an 11-year-old girl and her 15-year-old brother gunned down inside their clayton county 
home. Daveon and Tatiyana Coates were innocent victims in what police call "gang retaliation." Now a shocking 
arrest. A year and a half after the crime -- police arrest a DeKalb county teacher in connection to their murder.  

3/28/18 5p 1:30
A community rallied together after vandals broke into a Lithia springs church and not destroyed thousands of meals 
that would have gone to students over spring break The vandals not only destroyed the meals but dosed them in 
chemicals before setting them on fire.

3/28/18 6p 1:45
A young mother is arrested, accused of smoking drugs in a grocery store parking lot.  Police say what caught the 
attention of the witness who called 911 is that there was a toddler in the car with her. We now have the body camera 
video of police arresting 23-year old Courtney Lauren Hannah. 

3/28/18 10p/11p 3:00
A Buford high school teacher has just turned himself in to authorities. 37-year-old Brad Elliot is accused of having 
sexual relations with students on school property.
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3/28/18 10p/11p 2:20
A manhunt is underway in Riverdale for the gunmen behind a deadly shooting. A grieving mother tells fox five -- 
her son is dead, after he was gunned down in broad daylight, while sitting in a car on ridge trail. Police are looking 
for several shooters in connection with this crime?

3/29/18 5p/6p 3:30
A reckless high-speed driver is behind bars tonight, after leading law enforcement on a wild ride across three metro 
Atlanta counties. That's according to the Fayette county sheriff -- who tells fox five some interesting events 
surrounded the arrest. Police video shows suspect joseph skinner *congratulating* deputies for keeping up with him.
Authorities say skinner almost got away... But a homeowner held a gun on him until police arrived.

3/29/18 10p/11p 3:00
A Gwinnett county pastor faces a laundry list of felony charges tonight, in connection to a con job targeting people 
seeking legal immigration status. But Melva Washington's daughter says her mother is innocent, and was only trying 
to help.

3/29/18 10p/11p 3:20
Police say a crew of robbers asked for the time.  But it was actually a set-up to rob and beat a man. The frightening 
ordeal happened as a man got off the bus and tried to walk away. Fox 5s Jaclyn Schultz tells us how robbers 
through-out the metro area are using this ploy to distract you and steal your things. 

3/30/18 5p/6p 3:00
A mother of five is dead tonight and the search is on for her killer. Police say someone shot 35-year old 'Sharika 
Bowman' to death on Wyndam drive near stone mountain. And her 16-year old son was in the house when it 
happened.  

3/30/18 10p/11p 3:00
It reads like a Hollywood crime drama but it's a 'true to life tale' of a cop apparently gone bad. A former DeKalb 
county police officer accused of working with drug dealers-- and orchestrating 'fake traffic stops' to target rival 
dealers.

3/30/18 10p/11p 2:40
Eighteen metro Atlanta businesses robbed in the last month and a half. It's a crazy and dangerous crime spree that 
the f-b-i believes this man is a part of. Detectives don't believe he's acting alone...And tell us he pulls out a gun in 
some cases. Investigators want to get the crew off the streets before someone gets hurt.

3/31/18 6p/10p/11p 3:55
A customer appreciation day turns deadly after a person is shot and killed in northeast Atlanta. The shooting 
happened this afternoon inside the Taproot Hydroponics and organics store on Faulkner road.

FAMILY/YOUTH/STUDENT

1/1/18 5p/6p/10p 3:00
A Gwinnett County police detective is fighting for his life tonight, battling stage four stomach cancer. The former 
army ranger and father of two was diagnosed in July. His battle is growing more difficult, as the cancer has now 
spread to his lungs.

1/1/18 5a/6a/7a/8a/9a Various
Fox 5 Crews are in southern California for the Rose Bowl match-up between Georgia and Oklahoma.  We cover all 
the angles from fans, players and parade.  This once in a lifetime event is all everyone is talking about as they usher 
in the New Year
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1/2/18 8a & 9a 4:00
Snow Mountain at Stone Mountain Park:  there is only one place in Georgia that can guarantee snow this time of 
year----it’s Snow Mountain at St. Mountain Park---we take a closer look at this annual attraction as we discover 
family friendly activities during the school break

1/3/18 7am 3:45
National Championship game is here in Atlanta---plus this year---the Georgia Bulldogs are in the match-up. CEO 
Bill Hancock of the CFP stops by to talk the game, business, and the host city preparations

1/4/18 9a 4:00
Taste of the Championship is an event that showcases food outlets in metro Atlanta during Championship week and 
is a fund-raiser for the Extra Yard 4 Teachers

1/4/18 10p/11p 4:00
We have a sad update to a story we first brought last night. Nearly an entire community in Gilmer County rallied to 
try to save a small hunting dog named handsome. After a Facebook post to save him went viral. Handsome had 
fallen down a deep hole between 2 huge boulders... rescue workers tried, but the terrain was too tough to save the 
little dog. Fox 5's Jaclyn Schultz spoke to hansom's owners who say they’re grateful so many strangers were willing 
to lend a helping hand.

1/5/18 9a 3:50
Jennifer Shields is in the studio to help you create a “stress free” Championship viewing party----there is no need to 
get bent out of shape when entertaining friends, family et al for the big game

1/9/18 8a & 9a 4:15
We visit the North Georgia Zoo in Cleveland, GA---where the marquee animal is the grey wolf---and its Winter 
Wolf Encounters

1/10/18 8a & 9a 3:30
It’s time for the Fox5, Salvation Army, Publix and radio partners annual project collecting new or slightly used coats 
for the community----with our Project Overcoat

1/11/18 8a & 9a 4:15
The historic Chief Vann House marks an important milestone.  Built in the 1800s the building is now a state historic 
site and we get a close-up tour during the celebration of the 180th Anniversary of the Trail of Tears. We also talk 
about the GA State Parks program called “Bring a Friend for Free” admission at the state’s historic sites

1/12/18 9a 4:00
Top Chef Junior producers stop by to talk about local contestant search

1/12/18 9a 1:00
We preview Hosea Feeds The Hungry MLK Day event

1/13/18 6p/10p/11p 5:15
We’re hearing from the father who threw his 3-year old daughter from a third story balcony after a fire roared 
through their DeKalb County apartment complex. The man’s wife and their seven other children also trapped inside, 
came down one by one with firefighters catching them as they fell from the ladder. We’ve covered the story every 
step of the way and now many of you have stepped in to help the family who lost everything. 

1/15/18 5p/6p11/p 5:50
A dramatic fire rescue caught on camera has touched the hearts of Atlanta. People from all over are coming to help 
the dozens displaced in the blaze that ripped through an apartment complex. The video that’s sparked the interest of 
so many, shows a father dropping his baby girl from a third story balcony and into the arms of a DeKalb County 
firefighter.  
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1/15/18 9a 2:55
As final preparations are made for today’s annual MLK, JR Day official ceremony and service---we sit down with 
daughter of the civil rights icon---the Reverend Bernice King

1/16/18 8a & 9a 3:50
The Newnan-Coweta Humane Society celebrates the new year in a new home. The organization id dedicated to 
rescuing and finding homes for pets, but for many than 40 year---the society had been homeless. That is until now---
after raising tens of thousands of dollars---the moved into their new home

1/16/18 9a 1:00
The City Winery holds a special fund raiser for Puerto Rico’s recovery after Hurricane Maria shattered the island 
territory

1/18/18 10p/11p 4:00
A new program in cobb county matches military veterans with pets from the shelter. And it even covers the cost of 
the adoption. Today, a World War II veteran...  got the pet of his dreams.

1/19/18 10p/11p 3:10
A Paulding county family is thanking a sergeant who helped their sick child during Wednesday’s winter storms. The 
sergeant navigated icy roads to deliver much needed medications to the 3-year old's parents.

1/22/18 8a & 9a 4:20
Spicing up the New with artisan dry goods---5thanks to an Atlanta dry goods company—it’s easy to spice up your 
life without feeling guilty about it.  Beautiful Briny Sea is a retail outlet that will help you---it’s all about salt blend

1/23/18 8a & 9a 3:45
Roswell’s Restaurant Week---a great time to learn more and eat more from the change culinary scene in Atlanta 
suburb of Roswell—more than 30 Roswell eateries take part in the program developed by the city’s economic 
development organization

1/25/18 7a & 9a 1:00
Raising money and awareness for cancer---the Gwinnett Gladiator ice hockey team laces up to fight cancer

1/25/18 8a & 9a 4:00
Antique hunters get ready---it’s the Episcopal Church Women and their annual Cathedral sale…raising money this 
year for the A.G.  Rhodes Health & Rehabilitation Center

1/26/18 8a & 9a 4:30
Another alternative entertainment opportunity in the city of Atlanta---it’s the Atlanta Rollergirls-----the competitive 
track derby league kicks off its 2018 season

1/29/18 8a & 9a 4:00
2018 Fit Body Boot Camp----if you are like millions of other Americans, you made a New Year’s resolution to eat 
healthier and shed a few pounds. But if you have trouble burning those extra calories---perhaps it’s time for some 
Afterburn. Kennesaw’s Fit Body Boot Camp may offer just the right option to meet your goals and succeed!

1/31/18 8a & 9a 3:30
Get Scene Studios---this is where actor go to train in Atlanta. Here you will find classes that offer new and seasoned 
actors the tools needed for filming auditions, getting agent—and more.

2/1/18 8a & 9a 4:00
Batter Up! A new Atlanta business serving up tasty treats----that taste like various types of cookie dough---in their 
new space at Atlanta’s Ponce City Market---check out the Batter Cookie Dough counter for these unique treats
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2/1/18 5p 2:40
A teacher, an advocate, an author, and a mother. All of these words describe a special Rockdale county woman. But 
it’s her story of survival that’s empowering others. 

2/1/18 5p/6p11p 6:00
A cemetery owner apologizes to a grieving mother after what happened at her daughter’s gravesite. Huge tire tracks 
were left across Haley Robert’s grave, when cemetery workers drove across the get access to site next to it. The 22-
year old died in an automobile accident last year. 

2/2/18 8a & 9a 3:45
It’s Ground Hog Day---how will General Beauregard Lee prognosticate—now that he has a new home at the Dauset 
Trails Nature Center

2/5/18 8a & 9a 4:00
New arrivals at the Georgia Aquarium: Puffins, are some of our newest neighbors---all the way from Alaska. It’s 
time to welcome these seabirds to their new home at the aquarium---this is a partnership with the Alaska SeaLife 
Center in Seward, Alaska

2/5/18 8a 2:45
12 year old author Mikayla Lowery publishes a children’s book

2/6/18 8a & 9a 4:15
Brawl for A Cause is a charity where local men and women raise money for their favorite charity by training and 
them boxing at the big event---various groups including Camp Hope

2/7/18 8a & 9a 4:00
Agatha’s: A Taste of Mystery----dinner theater mystery destination spot

2/8/18 5p/6p/10p/11p 8:00
A shocking story out of Coweta county tonight -- Newnan police arrest this man after they say he spanked a 
stranger's toddler in the middle of a grocery store. The irate father tells Fox 5 it happened when his little boy got 
upset when he couldn't have a candy bar. Police released body camera video showing the man swearing and 
struggling with officers as they try to arrest him.

2/8/18 10p11p 4:20
A call to save local kids from what some say is *a crisis*.  Teens turning to illegal activity... Gangs and violence...
And the warning signs may be in your home. Tonight, hundreds of parents in communities where juvenile crimes 
run rampant... say enough is enough and they’re looking for answers on how to help their kids.

2/9/18 8a & 9a 4:30
Nacoochee Adventuers in Helen, GA---we take a visit to this new zip line destination which includes new and 
improved zip lines---as well as ropes course and camping locations

2/12/18 8a & 9a 3:30
Railroad artist Robert West honors African-American history through vivid paintings over the past decades 
depicting the role of African-Americans in the railroad industry

2/12/18 10p 4:10
The flu epidemic claims another young life. It's the first flu related death to hit the DeKalb county school system. 
15-year-old Miguel Martinez died Sunday of complications from the flu. Tonight, his family and the Cross Keys 
school community are now leaning on each other for support. 

2/13/18 8a & 9a 4:30
It’s Mardi Gras---so we visit a local establishment Louisiana Bistreaux for a look at the traditions and the various 
special dishes often served on this date
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2/14/18 6a 4:00
Atlanta Hall of Fame inductee Braves pitching coach Leo Mazzone stops by to talk baseball on the day when the 
new crop of Braves’ pitchers & catchers report to Spring Training

2/14/18 5a/7a/9a 3:10
Couple celebrates 70 years of marriage this Valentines Day

2/15/18 6a 2:45
Atlanta Hall of Fame inductee Andruw Jones is profiled

2/15/18 8a & 9a 4:15
Universoul Circus celebrates is Silver Anniversary in Atlanta with a pair of show runs

2/16/18 6a 2:50
Atlanta Hall of Fame inductee Gerald Riggs is profiled

2/16/18 5p/6p/10p 6:30
A heartbreaking story out Loganville --A 7-year-old girl has died, after suffering from flu-related symptoms. Family 
members say Emily Maddox was happy and healthy just a little more than a week ago. But tonight -- her family is 
preparing to bury her.

2/19/18 6p 1:55
Tonight one local sheriff challenges parents to get the dialogue started with their kids about school shootings. The 
Forsyth county sheriff says right now is the best time to talk to your kids about what to do if they see something 
suspicious or hear a potential threat. 

2/19/18 8a & 9a 3:30
Foxx Bros BBQ begins serving up breakfast at its Que’Osk location in NW Atlanta

2/20/18 8a & 9a 4:00
Tossed Out Treasures is the annual fund-raiser for the Sandy Spring Society which help social services, the arts, 
heritage, education and the environment in the Sandy Springs area.

2/21/18 8a & 9a 4:25
The Cherokee Phoenix was the first Native American published newspaper---and it rolled of the presses right here in 
north Georgia. It was a major milestone for the Cherokee Nation—we get a history lesson and visit the location  at 
the New Echota State Historic site

2/22/18 8a & 9a 3:45
NASCAR pays its annual visit to metro Atlanta at Hampton Motor Speedway—we check on last minute preps, 
changes at the facility and gear up for the weekend

2/23/18 8a & 9a 4:00
An annual crowd favorite the Monster Jam trucks make their inaugural debut in the newly opened Mercedes Benz 
stadium. We have a BIG preview for the tens of thousands of enthusiasts who fill the stadium sized venues each year

2/23/18 10p/11p 5:50
Cyberbullies. School bullies. Neighborhood bullies...Experts say they're responsible for much more than teasing and 
taunting these days. And students say they're feeling more vulnerable in schools because of bullies. Fox 5’s Portia 
Bruner spoke to a child psychiatrist who has advice for parents. She also spoke to a high school senior who says 
bullies at one DeKalb school are tormenting her daily. 
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2/25/18 10p/11p 4:30
Enough is enough. that's the message today from a group of more than two dozen Georgia students organizing a 
march next month in response to the deadly school shooting in Parkland, Florida.  "march for our lives" has become 
a national movement after 17 people died in that violent attack at Marjory Stoneman Douglas high school.   
The students want what they call "common sense gun laws..."

2/26/18 5a/7a/9a 2:55
Clayton County Sheriff deputy voluntarily cuts hair for the homeless

2/27/18 8a & 9a 4:00
Kennesaw’s Big Shanty celebrates 10 years of BBQ---cooking up some of the best loved barbecue in north Georgia

2/27/18 9a 3:45
The Harlem Globetrotter stop by to talk about their shows in metro Atlanta and the impact their brand has on 
families, the sport and the community

2/27/18 10p 2:30
Should parents be held responsible when their child commits a crime? It's a controversial ordinance that is being 
discussed right now by officials in the city of south Fulton. 

2/28/18 8a & 9a 4:00
Buckhead’s Cheesecaked Creamery & Cake Café was started following a tragedy in a local family. Now this unique 
dessert and sweet business is a sweet success.

3/1/18 8a & 9a 4:30
Showtime at the Apollo is a weekly FOX show—and Atlanta will be represented during this season. We catch up 
with three young entertainers who really wowed the crowd

3/01/18 5p/6p 2:50
The remains of this Korean war veteran are finally back in Georgia Private Lemar Newman earned two purple hearts 
serving our nation. He was later killed in action. He's a decorated soldier who never received a proper burial.  

3/2/18 8a & 9a 4:00
Monster Energy Cross---now it’s time for motor bikes to invade Mercedes Benz stadium as the venue welcomes 
another crowd pleaser to the new environs of MB stadium

3/04/18 11p 1:45
A story so hard to believe it'll leave you shaking your head. A locust grove family loses their cat only to find out two 
weeks later it took a trip to Atlanta’s airport after hiding out in the engine of its owner's car. As fox 5's Natalie Fultz 
reports the cat roamed the airport days before hitching a ride with a stranger.

3/6/18 5a & 7a 1:45
Top Ten most popular spring break destinations for metro Atlantans and Georgians.  Research suggests 47% of 
Georgia travelers will take a Spring break vacation of 3 days or more

3/6/18 8a & 9a 3:45
World Cup preview: we are 100 Days out from the World Cup-----we speak with the front team covering the 
quadrennial event watched by most everyone around the world

3/7/18 8a & 9a 3:30
Comic book shop Galactic Quest is enjoying a comeback and business bump so to speak as enthusiasm for all things 
Comic book has taken on a new upbeat in the light of the huge interest in mega movies---based on Comic Book 
storylines
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3/8/18 8a & 9a 4:00
Mamma Mia! Hits the Aurora stage------it’s metro Atlanta’s premier off-Broadway production house

3/9/18 8a & 9a 3:50
The bulls are back as professional rodeo makes another visit to metro Atlanta. The sports biggest stars take part in 
the PBR Duluth Invitational

3/9/18 8a 3:20
Great Wolf Lodge: the newest destination resort brings a new concept to west Georgia----and also brings hundreds 
of jobs and an expected big economic impact

3/9/18 10pm                        1:30
A newborn baby, left abandoned on a front porch of a south Fulton county home, and in frigid temperatures --
The shocking discovery, made by a family overnight. Investigators say a 17-year-old girl lived at the home and had 
just given birth. Her parents didn't even know the teen was pregnant.

3/12/18 8a & 9a 4:00
Sip & Savor Spring event at Callaway Gardens in Pine Mountain, GA----it’s the Waffle House Showdown among 
other events at this extended weekend of activity

3/13/18 8a & 9a 2:55
Soccer legends talk about the excitement of professional soccer in Atlanta

3/14/18 8a & 9a 4:30
Six Flags Over Georgia is gearing up for Spring break---and for a special weekend---it’s running one of its signature 
roller coasters BACKWARD!

3/16/18 8a & 9a 4:45
We visit Dollywood and speak with the Country music icon herself---Dolly Parton about all things Dolly—and her 
home state of Tennessee

3/19/18 9a 4:00
Hidden Treasures---antique expert Paul Brown stops by to review a few special treasures sent in by viewers and we 
check to see what they may be worth

3/19/18 8a & 9a 4:15
Punch Bowl Social arrives at The Battery in the shadow of the Braves Sun Trust Stadium

3/21/18 8a & 9a 4:00
We preview the annual Atlanta Auto Show----it’s the 36th year and continues to get bigger and better

3/22/18 8a & 9a 3::05
Songs for Kids----we all know the power of music---well we take a look at a special program at Childrens 
Healthcare of Atlanta----where volunteers use music to bring a respite to kids battling serious illnesses.  The Atlanta 
based organization works in childrens hospitals across the country.

3/23/18 8a & 9a 3:45
Spring Atlanta Home Show is in town and special guest John Gidding is joining us to talk  about the show---and the 
re-invention of Trading Spaces

3/26/18 8a & 9a 4:00
Spring Break adventures: we begin at TankTown---this is where you can drive a tank---and even smash stuff up

3/27/18 8a & 9a 4:30
Spring Break adventures: Georgia’s Little Grand Canyon-----Providence Canyon State Outdoor Recreation Area in 
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3/27/18 9a 3:00
Elizabeth Omilami stops by to talk about Easter & MLK events regarding Hosea Feeds the Hungry

3/27/18 5p/6p/10p 6:00
It's the picture that's gone viral -- a metro Atlanta teenager dragging clothes through a goodwill store after his 
mother made him shop there for his clothes. His mom says the 13-year-old had acted entitled -- and made comments 
about classmates who shop at goodwill. So she decided to teach him a lesson. She made him take 20 dollars of his 
own money and buy clothes for the entire week at goodwill. She took a picture of the shopping trip -- and posted it 
to facebook. That post has been liked more than 618-thousand times and shared more than 230-thousand times.

3/28/18 5p/6p 3:30
We've heard the saying countless times. A dog is man's best friend. There's no better example of that than a Fulton 
county boy who's doing everything he can to keep his best friend safe. But his dog is an escape artist, and no matter 
how high the boy builds the fence his dog keeps getting out. As Christy Hutchings with the new talk 1067 tells us, 
the boy's not giving up, and he's gotten some much needed help from a local animal non-profit. 

3/30/18 5p/6p/10p 4:30
A new coffee shop in Kennesaw is doing more than serving up fresh coffee --It's changing the lives of local families. 
Fox five's Denise Dillon visited "independent grounds cafe", and saw firsthand the positive impact the shop is 
having on the community.

3/30/18 5a & 7a 2:45
Drive, Chip & Putt Championship: several metro Atlanta youth are among the finalists in this year’s competition 
which unfolds in August @ Augusta National before the Masters kicks-off next week

3/30/18 6a 1:00
Margaret Harris Comprehensive School visit by Ron, Alyse and Joanne

3/30/18 8a & 9a 3:45
Spring Break Adventure: Chattanooga’s Aquarium

Wednesday’s Child 

01/03/18                                              6PM 2:16   
Trazariya /Jewelry Marking
In this week's Wednesday's Child we introduce you to a teenager who has been in foster care for nearly half of her 
life. It's time to find a family for 13-year-old Trazariya.

01/17/18 6PM 2:04
Joseph/Whirlyball
In this week's Wednesday's Child we introduce you to a teenager who has been searching for a forever family for 
years. Joseph lives in a group home and would thrive in a home with a mom and dad.

01/31/18                                        6PM 2:25   
Sibling Group/Chattahoochee Nature Center
Thanks to our partnership with the Georgia Division of Family and Children Services we introduce you to this 
week's kids featured in Wednesday’s Child. A sibling group of four has one goal and that is to be adopted together. 

02/14/18                                            6PM 2:16
Ella/Hair Salon
It was a day away from the realities of foster care for Wednesday's Child Ella. Thanks to our partnership with the 
Georgia Division of Family and Children Services, we introduce you a teenager who hopes her forever family will 
come along soon.
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02/28/18 6PM  1:48
Robert/C4 Belts
In this week's Wednesday's Child we go behind the scenes of designing custom belts and sunglasses. We introduce 
you to Robert who can’t wait to show off his "new products" to a forever family.

03/14/18                          6PM 2:50
David/iFly
This week's Wednesday's Child goes to new heights. Thanks to our partnership with the Georgia Division of Family 
and Children Services we introduce you to David who spent the day souring at iFly in Atlanta.

03/28/18                            6PM 2:01
Quarmir/Radio
You may hear this week's Wednesday's Child on the radio one day. 14-year-old Quamir had an amazing opportunity 
to become a radio host for the day.

Georgia Gang

01/21/18 8:30AM / 11:30PM                                        
Mayor Keisha Lance Bottoms speaks out against corruption, saying we need to change the process. She is going to 
put for a procurement process, but the process will still be under city hall. Impressive search committees are formed 
by Mayor Bottoms for such jobs as airport director, fire chief, chief of staff. Mayor Bottoms has also put through an 
ordinance to transfer the deeds to the public school system that had not been done during former Mayor Reed’s 
tenure.

01/28/18 8:30AM / 11:30PM                                        
How do we solve our metro transportation issues is discussed.  The Georgia Regional Transportation Authority was 
designed to handle transportation coordination, and 11 agencies in 13 counties are possibly affected.

02/03/18 8:30AM / 11:30PM  
Representative Vernon Jones makes hay out of store closings in DeKalb’s Stonecrest / Lithonia area, including Sams 
Club, Walmart, Publix and Kroger.  Jobs are lost and residents are not happy. The Wall Street Journal says Sams 
Club wants a wealthier demographic to compete with Costco. 

02/18/18 8:30AM / 11:30PM
The Georgia House gets its version of a state transit bill. Metro counties within the 13-county service area interested 
in expanding or adding transit submit a wish list to be approved by the ATL. Then voters decide whether to approve 
a transportation sales tax to pay for those projects.

Two new city plans pop up: Vista Grove in DeKalb County and Eagles Landing in Henry County.  The Senate 
debates new city of Eagles Landing from Stockbridge – race neutral, but not economically so. City of Vista Grove 
seems to be going nowhere.

02/25/18 8:30AM / 11:30PM
Gun protests come to state capitol. Little movement is expected, but state officials seem ready to close mental health 
loophole that erases gun bans from database after five years. President Trump is exploring ideas. Also, there could 
be the possibility that a few school systems are exploring concealed carry for teachers.

03/11/18 8:30AM / 11:30PM
Governor Deal announces huge Facebook data center is coming to Newton County. The center will be built on 416 
acres, and the first phase should be operational by 2020. It is anticipated to bring jobs to the county, employing 100 
people in the first phase alone.
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Project Overcoat 

In cooperation with the Federal Express, Salvation Army Metro Atlanta Area, Kroger Stores, MUST Ministries and 
FOX 5 was the media sponsor for Georgia’s largest coat and blanket drive for homeless and needy families.

To promote the event, FOX 5 produced and aired a three week PSA schedule and produced several live remotes 
during the weathercasts throughout Good Day Atlanta and the evening news.  During the drive, approximately 
14,957 coats and blankets were collected and distributed to 94 non-profit organizations including homeless shelters 
throughout metro Atlanta.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Commemorative Service

FOX 5 produced a live 2 ½ hour broadcast as well as live streaming video on fox5atlanta.com of the annual 
commemorative service held at Horizon Sanctuary at Ebenezer Baptist Church.  

The Commemorative Service celebrated the 50th anniversary of Dr. King’s death.  Attendees included leaders from 
the local and civic communities, dignitaries from around the world, and ecumenical representatives from through out 
Georgia.


